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PREFACE
, Mary Ann Millsap
National Institute of Education
Over the past decade, increased emphasis and reliance have
been placed on the educational 'roles of testing, assessment, and
evaluation. Issues raised in these domains reflect a broad range of.
concerns, from methodological concerns about the validity and
reliability of measures to political concerns about the appr priate
and qquitable use of technical information, from assignment students in classrooms to federal policy in the appropriations of bi
lions of dollars for educational programs. They thus hme relevance
for an equally broad range of decision-making levelslocal, state,
and federal.

For the past five years, the National Institute of Education
(NIE), the research and development arm of the' U.S. Department

of Education, has funded a number of studies on these issues.
Included among its research activities are studies on how testing
and evaluation information is used in the schools, on the impact
of testing programs, on the relationship of testing and eN,aluation
to instruction, and on new methods for assessing educational outcomes. Workshops and conferences on testing and evaluation for
educators and the general public have been conducted, resultingin publications targeted for lay audiences as well as for the research
coinmunity.

The research agenda arose in response to the unprecedented
growth in testing and evaluation in sChools over the past 15 years
and because of the absence of systematic information about the
nature and impact of those activities. The Center for the Study of

Evaluation at UCLA recognized early the need to explore how
school districts use testing and evaluation information. With NIE
funding, CSE undertook in 1977 the first national survey of evaluation and testing offices in school districts. This work was pri,marily descriptive in nature, focusing on how such offices were
organized, what their budgets were, what activities they undertook, and whom,they identified as their major clients.. Working in
conjunction with faculty from the University of California's Los
Angeles and Berkeley campuses, CSE incorporated into the suiirey
9
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several items relating to school districts as social organizi
the roles of staff within such organizations. These items, buttressed
with the considerable sociological literature on organizations, form
the basis of the papers contained within this monograph.
The monograph makes an-important contribution io the field of
testing and evaluation use. The papers provide considerable insight,
from a theotetical, sociological perspective, into the incentives and
disincentives for using testing and evaluation information,in schools

and into the role conflicts faced by the providers of such information. From a careful reading of these papersthe editors extrap-

olate the changes add modifications that are needed so that technical
information can be more effectively used within school and school
district contexts.
The monograph also complement; other NIE supported research
,in testing and evaluation. Both the Center for the Study of Eval-

uation and the Huron Instttute are conducting intensive case

studies in school districts around the country, particularly in those
school districts identified as successfully tying evaluation add testing

information to administrative decisimmaking and instructional
reform, The Hai data bases from these studies are providing much
needed information about the Issues faced by a variety of educa7,

torssverintendents, school boards, principals, program managers, Ad teachersand about how testing and evaluation
information has Assisted in .4ddressing these is'sues. The findings
froni this research are, being -translated into technical assistance
strategies to assist other school districts in 'the better use of evaluation and testing information.

In addition to funding these studies, NIE also supports an
annual grants program' in testing and evaluation, designed primarily for school districts to conduct their own research on testing and evaluation issues within their school districts..
By funding interdisciplinary work such a,s this monograpg on the

orgatkizational factors influencing evaluation and test use, by

,

increasing field based research on how district's use evaluation and
testing information, and by encouraging school districts to submit
.proposals' of their own design intoNiNIE-fund'ed grants announcements, NIE is attempting to increase the utility of testing arid evaltiatidn information for more effective schools.

10
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This monograph has grown out of:the Center,for, the Study of
Evaluation's (CSE) on-goirig interest in tire conduct of educational

evaluatii, how it operates in school districts, and how it eontributes to educational-practice. The titlet,atuation in School Districts. Organizatiopal Perspectiveswe believe, conveys the
,v
orientation iif the mpnograph and its content.
.,
he monograph cuses on evaluation and how it occurs within
a spectific settibg. school districts' central administrative offices.

7.-1
...This narrows our interest-from evaluation-in-general to evaluation,

,

in-operation within this special context. Thus, this volume examines the relationships between evalnagon activities and school dis-

trict organizational fetures that impinge upon such activities.
Research on evaluation methodology and evaluation use often pays

lip service to the need to understand the context within which
evaluation occurs. But there are very few research.zstudies which
attempt to relate organizational variables such as decision making,
internal administrative structures, role definitions, and the nature
of school districts' "technical core" to the way in which district
personnel conceive, conduct, and utilize educational evaluation.
Throughout, the monograph- offers Multiple perspectives on district organizations rather than advocating a single.peespective. The
chapters represent a range of sociological views on evaluation and
its function ih relation' to other school district operations. Each of
the chapter authors worked wij.h CAE staff-members o conceptualizing a national survey offcchool district evaluation, ujiits and
in analyzing the resultant data. Findings from the surv y itself,
'which describes evaluation work as it is carried out in hobl districts, are summarized later in this introduction.
While the chapters reflect this 'common 8ta25as , they differ
.7

in approach. Each of the authors agreed either to use the CSE
survey data as a stimulus for r-eflecting on evaluatjthi utilization or

performed additional analyses of the data to examine their own
hypotheses about evaluation utilization and the functioning of
educational evaluation units.'The authors are Chades O'Reilly III,
.,
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UC Berkeley Graduate School of Business Administration; Lynne,
Zucker, UCLA Department.of Sociology; Oscar G'rusky, UCLA
Department of Sociology; and David O'Shea, UCLA Graduatq
School of Edtication.
O'Reilly's comprehensive review of ihe decision making research
literature reminds evaluators of the preeminence of the human
factor in decision making. School district decision makers, like
those in other organizations, pre not ratignal, coosistent, and logical; they are not disposed to make decisions on the basis of "hard"
data. Instead thex_usually consider many factors, only one of whieh
may, be eyaluative data, and they often arrive at decisions that
reflect organizational predilections for their own self-interests.
Given the decision makers' organizational constraints, they com:"\
morily angi2-.t.t erstandably use evaluations, or selected portions,
to justify what they already had planned'to do, too interpret data
to be supportive of acillteved outcomes. Sometimes they even
refute, or ignore data that'rtici counter to their preferences.
of the CSE survey data, illus, Zucker, through her reanalysis
utilize
evaluations to perform a "sigtrates Show Séhool districts

naling" function to the external environment. This signaling
behavior, typical of organizations which must respond to societal

demands, leads to evaluations that are primarily reactive to the
inforniation needs of external funding agencifs/Because Of the
potential or 'actual conflict among,these external diomensions, she

asserfs', mast evaluations appear ambiguous and offeronly a narrow

range of information; the usefulness, of such evaluations for

infortiting districts' internal decisions about ethicational piograms
is th'ereby diminished.
Grusky combines his analysis of CSE's suiwey results Nvith the
literature on role conflict and role ambiguity to point out characteristics of complex organizations that evaluation unit directors
must consider if their work is to influence organizational decision.
making. His analysis contains organizatiohal, structural, and
behavioral in-,Iplication s. for individuals -who fead school district
evaluption units and for others who may be involved in designing
and conducting local evaluations.
O'Shea, finally, discusses some of the aa.tefeaents of current
hisevaluation practice and,places ,the CSE kurvey findings in a
torical context. fle.reminds us of the somewhat arbitrary manner
form. O'Shea
in whieh legislative requirements for evialuation took

further develops a theme explicit or implicit in each of the preceding chapters: that school districts'are institutional rather than

12
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technical .organizations and thus their evaluation imperativ es are
externally focused. This point, when coupled with the fact that
causal relationships between classroom iristruction and learning
outcomes are erroneously presumed by current ev aluation practice
further constrains the utilization of evaluation findings. Given this

contextual background, O'Shea argues that it is reasonable to
expect that current evalication practice will prov ide information
hav ing only limited l'mpatt on the way in which school districts
/
make internal instructional decisions. He concludes with some recommendations for overcoming fihis problem.

This monograph, and the CSE work out of which it grew, is
unique. The project brought together a number of,sociologists who
first contributed to the design ofempirical stirvey work being done
on school district evaluation practice and next reflected upon the
findings from that work from the stand-PO-int of theories andlteratures not common tb educationat'evaluators.
The sun, ey was initiated because CSE recognized that educa-

tional evaluation, as it occurred within school districts, was virtually undocumented by researchers. Although rpany school
districts were themseh es condating, or employing others to con:

duct, evaluations in reSponse to federal and state reporting
requirements, very little summary information was av aitable about

how tirey were managing their evaluation tasks. CSE was aware
that some of the larger, and a few smaller, districts had ceritralized
their evaluation functions into rese,arch and evaluation units. Both
CSE and the National Institute of Education were curious about
hr these evalukition Units were staffed, funded, and organized.
Consequently, CSE was contracted by NIE to investigate these
issues at the national level.
The sun, ey was intended, primarily, to describe the centralized
evaluation capacity being dev eloped within districts. But it seemed
to us thai the organizational characteristics of school district Qentral
offices, as well s the organizational characteristics, of evaluation
units themselves, merited additional scholarly attention from specialists io could describe the surrounding context and weigh its
influence on evaluation practice and usefulnes. Consequently, we
organized a team of indiv iduals to represent both viewpoints.
The early meetings of this team were, devoted to broad discus-

sions of research strategy and to specifig items that should be
included in the questionnaire seeking information about school
district evaluation units. The bulk of the responsibility and day-today work inv oh ed in designing and administering the question-

13
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naire and initially analyzing its results was performed under the
supervision of Catherine Dillon Lyon, who at that time was project
director. During the formulation of the survey the contributions
of the team were primarily supplementary and supportive. Later,
after CSE project staff had prepared a descriptive study from the
survey responses (Lyon, et al.; 1978, Williams, 1979), four mem-

bers of the teamthe four chapter contributors in this monographundertook their own independent analyses of the data.
What was unique about our joint CSE-specialist efforts, then, was'
_their interdisciplipary nature. .,'
In, the remainder of this introduction ive briefly review some
recent organizational perspectiNq for understanding school district
flinctioning, as well as recent evaluation-perspectives relating to
issues of utilization. Then we describe the CSE survey of school
district evaluation units and summarize its major findings.

In the body of ihe text, we precede each chapter with a short
abstract summarizing the major arguments and their significance
The volume concludes with a synthesis and brief discussion of the
implications of this work.
Recent Perspectives on School Districts a; Organizations

The understanding of organizations and of administrative decision making has undergone important changes in recent decades
Earlier, the dominant, idealized view olorganizations was that of
a rational, clearly, designed bureaucratic structure staffed by workers
whose main preoccupation was the organization's successful func-

tioning. Other organizational manifestations, such as ,informal
structures, staff self-interest, decision maker preferences, favoritism, and the like were.conSidered deviations friim the ideal and
summarily described as system "noise." The job of the good manager was to reduce that "noise" and keep the organization running
smoothly, without irrational inteFference. Thus, managers were
taught that they would be successful if their organizations were
properly organized and managedusing such concepts as span of
control, specified goals, and clearly written rules and regulations
Writings in the educational administration literature clearly
reflected this dominant organizational viewpoint.
Over the years, however, other perspectiveg' on organization
have been gaining acceptance. What was previously viewed as
irrational, e.g., the dwinance of administrator preference in
decision making, or goal displacement, or informal subsystems

14
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becarne increasingly iewed as natural outcomes of organized
human endecr, ors. Organizational theorists hae sought to embody
such concepts and actiities within their thinking and formulations.
Another way of describing this phenomenon is to consider the field

as moving from a relatiely simplistic certainty to a relatively
complex -uncertainty But as of now, there appears to be no allencompassing organiz4iThal theory that adequately wptures the
complexity of organional functioning.
In this monograph the authors refer to a wide range of notibns
and. cOncep-ts about organizations, and the reader unacquainted
wit'g the organizational literature maY not be familiar with them.
Among the more important of those concepts are "loose coupling"
(Weick, 1976), "institutional" vs. "technical" organizations (Meyer
& Rowan, 1977), and "organized anarchies" (March & Olson,
1976).

Loose coupling refers to the degree to which various parts of an
organization (its indiidual staff, diisions, units) are linked to one
another. If management acts to establish a new employee procedure, for instance, will it be implemented at the employee level?
If not, that part of the organization can be considered to be loosely
coupled. If the desired effect is quite immediate, it is tightly coupled. For example, a superintendent might require that all teachers
use certain materials in their classrooms. If, after a reasonable
period of time, his or her preferences were not routinely impjemented, the district's functioning as regards that specific order

would he considered loosely coupled. It should be noted that
organizations can be simultaneously loosely coupled in some matters and tightly coupled in others.

Institutional and technical organizations differ with regard to
whether they primarily articulate societal norms yr,a specific tech-

nology. Technical organizations, such as manUfacturing enterprises, implement a specific technology. Since management has
full knowledge of all processes required to transform raw material
inputs into finished product outputs, the organizational structure
can be tightly coupled. If a technical organization has an evaluation

unit, that unit can relate deficiencies in quality of output back to
the specific production processes responsible.
In contrast to technical organizations, institutional organizations
implement societal expectations in areas such as religion, welfare,
and education. These panicle service in areas that the community
wants addressed, but there is a limited body of tested knowledge

upon which the managers of those organizations can draw to

15
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implement procedures guaranteed to produce desired objectives.

Implementation, therefore, commonly is delegated to certified'
professional practitioners whose acthities aroonly loosely coupled
to management. Neither managers nor evaluators usually attend

directly to the central technical probkins but rather deal with
them indirectly or sy mbolically. School district administrators, for
example, may define a good school as fulfilling social expectations

regarding credentialled teachers, requisite numbers of library
books, and a publighed instructional continuum. How the credentialled teachers actually teach the instructional continuum is dealt
with only incidentally. An evaluation unit may prefer to dev ote its
resources to demonstrating compligice to external expectations
rather than to assessing the effectiveness of instructional procedures relative to pupil achievement outcomes.

Organized anarchies is a term used to describe phenomena
actually occurring in many organizations. These phenomena are
quite counter to what rational bureaucratic theory would lead one
to expect to find. The term attempts to portray something that may
be organized but may not be rational according to standard organizational theory. Proponents of this view (for example, March &
Olson, 1976) argue that many organizations, either occasionally or
usually, exhibit this kind of behavior to a lesser or greater degree.
The behavior can be described as "choices looking for problems,"
solutions looking for issues," and "decision makers lookirwg for
work."

These conceptsloose coupling, institutional organization, and
organized anarchiestogether suggest quite a different view of
organizations than is pictured by rational bureaucratic inodels. But

these three concepts do not describe organizational aberrations,
rather they represent the organizational world as it really is.
The extent to which school districts operate as loosely coupled,
institutional, and anarchic organizations has profound implications
for thinking about and perhaps re-considering the role and value
of educational evaluations in districts' decision making. At the very
least, it probably means that evaluators hav e to come to under-

stand the organizational constraints within which educational
administrators make decisions. This understanding is crucial if..
evaluation information is intended to be used in the districts'
decision-making process.

INTRODUCTION
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Recent ?erspectives on Evaluation

-

Within the past five y ears, as evaluation activities have been
increasingly mandated at policy levels and conducted at local
lev els, es aluation scholars hav e been concerned about utilization.
Some scholars examining evaluation utilization view the phenom-

enon or its absence as a special case of the study of knowledge
utilization (Caplan, 1975; Weiss, 1979, Boruch, 1980). They are
concerned with how the production of research knowledge in specialized fields, including education, gets transmitted in a useable
form to those who must make policy decisions. The audiences of
principal concern to these researchers are primarily, though not
exclusis ely, federal and state legislators and administrators who
must allocate scarce resources among competing program
alternatives.
There are also individuals working on evaluation utilization from
the point of s iew of defining the problems inherent in the practice
of evaluation and improving its procedures and practices (Alkin,

Daillak, & White, 1979, Patton, 1978). These researchers view
evaluation as a service to decision matcers, and reason that if such

services are not perceived as useful to clientsat whatever level
the clients may bethen the evaluation profession needs to reexamine the way in which it goes about its work.
A third group (Apling, Kennedy, & Newman, 1980, Thompson
& King, 1981, Williams & Bank, 1981) approaches evaluation and
the data it generates as one of many sources of information residipg
within a dynamic and often politically olatile organizational cdntext. They examine evaluation as one among many ongoing processes and they consider the use or non-use of evaluation findings
in local districts in terms of relationships among arose processes.
It is only within the past five years that this last group, which
is interested in examining the organizational (as distinct from the
knowledge production or the professional) aspects of evaluation
utilization, has become a major force within the evaluation research

community. We believe that CSE's work, underwritten by NIE
and expressed in this monograph, is an important contribution to
this development. The monograph depicts the factors affecting
organizational decision making and describes some of the tensions
existing among actors within an organization. Since educational
deci. 'on making usually does not follow the evaluator's rational
mo el of problem statement, alternative solution generation and
weighting, followed by the selection of an optimum solution, the

1-7
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monograph proy,ides some tentati% e ad% ice for both e%aluato.rs and

decision makers which may help them recognize eaoh others' constraints and mutually work towards increasing the usefulness ofevaluation information.
The CSE National Survey

The -national survey was undertaken to broaden our understanding of how e%aluation acthities contribute to the renewal of
public education at the school district level. Its primdry function
was descriptive. As an indication of the lack of basic information
about school district evaluation functions, it took CSO staff more

than six months simply to locate the appropriate respondents'
niTh t!! and addresses and generate a basic mailing list.

Survey respondents were finally selected through a two-stage
process. First, letters were sent in the fall of 1978 to all 750 superintendents in school districts with 10,000 or more students and to
a 50 percent sample of the 573 school districts with 5,000-94;999
students. All of the larger districts ancl, 81 percent of the sdiller
ones responded indicating whether or not their district had an
evaluation unit. Next, in spring, 1979, a questionnaire was sent to
the 320 large school districts (10,000 or more students) and to the
74 smaller ones identified as having evaluation units. A total of 263
unit heads (or 64 percent) returned the survey questionnaire.
The findings include the following:'
Only 43 percent of the districts enrolling 10,000+ have a central
office responsible for program evaluation. The existence of an evaluation office is partially a function of district size. Almost all (89
percent) of the metropolitan districts, 59 percent of the large, and
33 percent of the medium districts have in evaluation unit.

Formal school district evaluation is a relatively young and growing
field in education. Only 15 percent of the existing evaluation offices

were established before 1965. Since 1970 the creation of these
offices has, accelerated, with 51 percent newly organized or reorganized from other units (testing, research) since then.
Generally, evaluation offices are More likely to be in one of the
typical lines of authority, rather than directly reporting to the
'From Lyon and Doscher (1979). See also Lyon,,, Doseher, McGranahan
Willians (1978) and Williams (1979).

18
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Superatendent. Thirty-seven percent of the respondents report
directly to the .$uperintendent, 44 percent report through an intermediary, and about 20 percent through two or more intermediaries.
Thirty-nihe percent are located in instruction offices, leaving 61
percent located elsewhere (administration and support services, for
example).

Central evaluation dflkes are primarily though not likely to be
exclusively in Charge of fbrmal assessment. Only 26 percent report
exclusive responsibility for evaluating both state/federal and local
programs.

Evaluation office activities are dominated by school district personnel rather than consultants. Almost h..df of the units do not spend
any money on consultants. Two-thirds of the respondents reported
that their personnel resources are not adequate. .

Most evaluation offices administer testing programs_ Seventy -one
percent administer district-wide norm-referenced ,testing (NRT)
programs. Forty -eight percent administer district-wide criterionreferenced testing (CRT) programs. Districts administering both
CRT and NRT programs use them for the same purposes. Approximately 75 percent agree that testing is their major method of data
collection.

The' average evaluation office spends approximately 40 percent of

its time on instructional clients compared with 60 percent with
administrators. Generally, administrative rather than instructional
personnel are perceived to be using evaluation unit data. Evaluation
offices typically do not take part in other administrative functions
(personnel, collective bargaining, budget). Offices express little
agreement on what constitutes basic evaluation practices or on the
priority of various evaluation activities.
Conclusion

The preceding pages only touch upon the thematic concerns of
the monograph. Each of the topics we have raised is amplified in
one or more of the following chapters. Together; the authors genaerate theoretical propositions about the role of evaluation in educational orgailfzations, test some of these propositions against CSE's
empirical survey data, and offer valuable insights to both decision

maker and evaluator. While we do not claim to have illuminated
a direct path to the heart of the labyrinth, perhaps we have suggested the dimension and complexity of the maze and indicated
some of the promising directions to take.
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Notes on O'Reilly's
"Utilization of Evaluation Research"
dow,

introchiction

In the, 1960's, the early years of educational evaluation, much
attention was directed, quite properly, toward evaluation's technical aspects. The field was dominated by such questions as. What
is an appropriate design to assess the effectiveness of an educational program? What statistical methods are most useful to analyze

complex multi-level data? How do you write clear, measurable
objectives that reflect the intention -of the program developer?
What are effective data collection techniques? Some of these
emphases can be traced back to the origins of the evaluation movement, some can be traced to the interests of the psychologists and

measurement specialists who provided the movement's early
leadership.

Considerable progress has been made toward resolving these
methodological concerns, although there remains much healthy
debate in the field o% er what methods are most appropriate under
wharcircumstances.
More recently, some evaluators have begun shifting their attention to edifferent set of questions which have to do with the utilization of e% aluation data. The kinds of questions being asked are.
Who will ever read this evaluation report? Are these evaluations
to be used by decision makers and, if so, under what circumstances
and for what purposes? What factors inhibit or increase evaluation
use? Research on e%aluation utilization has provided us with mixed
an4wers. Evaluation reports are being used in some instances and
not in others, often their use is as one source of data that fits into

the decision maker' thinking, in some instances evaluations can
be decisive; in many, they have more limited influence.
- Those interested in trying to better understand evaluation utilization and thereby provide guidance to those seeking to improve
the le% el of utilization, hae worked in different, buecomplementary 'directions. Some view evaluation utilization as a subset or
21
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knowledge utilization and so examine the roles of information production and transmission. Others haNe sought answers through further improN mg the technical and methodological side of eNaluation:

They reason that decision makers non-utilization reas in pdrt on
their perception that ealuations are not technically s*ind or are
poorly written or poorly timed. Others haNe begun to look more
closely at the decision-making context and the characteristic.s of
decision makers and the organizations they work in. They ask such
questions as. What are the many things decision makers consider

when reaching a decision? What personal or organizational or
ern ironmental constraints influence decisionimaking behavior?
The study of decision making is, of course, nof a new field of
Inquiry For decades,Andeed_centuries, scholars and practitioners

alike haNe been fascinated with decision making and decision
makers. That Herbert Simon won the Nobel Prize for his work in
this field attests to its importance. Because of its obvious relevance
to administrators and managers, much of the work has originated
in and been encouraged by professional schools of administration
and management.
Argument

Charles O'Reilly III, a sociologist in the Graduate School of
Business Administration, University of California, Berkeley, is a
student of organizations and decision making. In his chapter he
attempts the difficult task of selectively reviewing several relevant

literaturessociology,, social-psychology, decision making, admin-

istrative theory , organizational theory. He then draws out propositions that will provide insights to those interested in the evaluation
utilization problem.
The main thesis of his argument is that organizational 'leaders
and decision makers are not neutral entities who are waiting for,
or .even desirous of receiving, carefully constructed evaluation

studies that objectively report and interpret data that will help

them reach informed decisions. Instead, organizationalleaders and
groups. in organizations have personal, political, social, and economic influences and constraints that largely determine the decision!, they make. Ealuation may play a minor, and occasionally
a major role in decision making, especially' if the findings are consistent with what the decision makers had already concluded was
the best course of action.
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O'Reilly reminds hs that decision making in complex organizations, such as school districts, is not usually the result of one single

eent nor the product of one indi idual. Rather, it eolves from
complex and ongoing bargaining and negotiation, both formal and
informal. Information, as represented by ealuation, is sometimes
ammunition in a continuing battle between those factions that sujiport or oppose a given decision. Seen jn that light, it is easier to

understand why ealuations can be alued or discredited, quoted
or ignored, regardless of their intrthsic technical characteristics.
Contribution anclimportanee

,,t

To readers not familiar with this_ line of inquiry, approaching
O'Reilly's chapter may seem a formidable ta5k. The language, the
approach, and the format may be unfamiliar. But his work makes
seeral important contributions to the ealuation utilization ques-

tion. Ile introduces the reader to the major research in seeral
related fiel4 he spells out the .(2brs1exity of the utilization'problem

and thereby reduces the likelihood that the evaluation field will
reaassimplistic solutions to complex problems, and finally, he presents a series of tentatie propositions that ealuation scholars and
practitioners alike should consider when conducting ealuations or
inquiring further into evaluation utilization.

Evaluation Information and Decision
Making in Organizations:
Some.Constraints on the Utilization of
Evaluation Research1
..,

Charles O'Reilly III
University.of California, Berkeley

INTRODUCTION
The CSE project studying evaluation activities in school districts
addresses the question of the extent to which school district evaluation offices are contributing to the renewal of public education.
Part of this question can be answered empirically by examining

data describing how local evaluation agencies (LEA's) are organized and staffed and what functions they serve (Lyon, Doscher,
McGranahan, & Williams, 1978). Still another part of the question
can be addressed through organizational analyses using survey data
to test propositipns ccmcerning the impact of structure or conflict
(see Grusky and Zucker elsewhere in this monograph). As David
(1978) has documented, it appears that Title I evaldation resulfg
have not served, primarily, as a means of judging program effectiveness or as a guide to program improvement. It is also apparent
that evaluation information is rarelyseen as important in the context of decisions about program changes. David goes on to point
out that "literature on evaluation has only recently included
attempts to understand the role and use of evaluation results . . in
the realm of decision making" (1978, p. 8). Her study prmiides
.

evidence of the almost total lack of utilization of evaluation data by
decision makers in school districts.
Since the CSE survey data do not directly address the empirical

testing of the propositions generated here, this chapter may best
be seen as an attempt to make the reader. aware of some factors
11 would like to thank John C. Anderson, Susan Resnick, and Bill Click for
helpful comments on an earlier version of this manuscript
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which may preclude eNaluation information as a force for change.
From this persliectiNe, local evaluators ma') be able to anticipate
what aspects of their eNaluation will be seen as comincing or useful'
by various decision-making audiences.
BACKGROUND

In the past seNeral years, evaluation researchers and practitioners haN e become concerned about the apparent non-utilization
of eN aluation information. For instance, Davis and Salasin (1975)
acknowledge t'hat even methodologically sound research is often

not used. Because many people accept the proposition that the
purpose of eNaluation research is to produce information primarily
for use by decision makers, their concern about decision makers
hon-utilization of evaluation findings calls into question the very
purpose of evaluation.

There is ,no true consensus on whether this perceivea lack of
utilization is accurate. There is eNidence supporting and evidence
attacking the claim of non-utilization. For example, a number of
authors haNe noted that the Head Start program continues, in spite
of the results of ten or so y ears of research demonstrating that it

has had almost no effect on cognitive abilities (e.g., Goldstein,
Marcus, & Rausch, 1978). Similar in§tances of what appears to be
non-utilization can also be foun-r'Ward and Kassebaum (1972), for
example, report that program administrators in a state correctional
sy stern's counseling program systematically ignored eNaluation data
showing that the program was ineffectual with respect to the spec-

ified outcomes, decided to extend the program and, in certain
cases, to make it mandatory.
A number of reasons haNe been offered in explanation of such
non-utilization:

A lack of rigor in the design and conduct of the evaluation
study (e.g.Goldstein et al., 1978).
So much rigor that the research fails to assess the true purpose of the program (e.g., Cox, 1977).
Reporting outcomes which are not helpful (such as negath e
findings), non-timely reporting of results, or providing reports
Which are too long and filled with jargon (Atkin, 1975; Cox,
1977; Goldstein.et al., 1978).
Communication problems between evaluators and program
administrators (Cox, 1977; Goldstein et al., 1978).

25
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Array ed against these arguments .and

amples are counter-

examples and claims that utilization does, in fact occur. In d survey
.

of federal evaluators, Patton (1978) reported that 78 percent or
those stinky ed felt that evaluation studies had.an impact on their
programs. Heind othersirgue that a broader definition of "utilization" must be used in order properly to assess the impact of
evaluation research. -When the definition of utihnzation is extended

to inchide impacts such as prov iding additional credibility for a
program, N erif), ing managers' suspicions, and generally providing
additional inftn-mation, then, it is argued, the utilization of' evaluation information is more widespread than is commonly belie% ed
i (Levine & Levine, 1977). The problem, according to this view, is
prima-rily that the definition Of "utilizatiorl is tdo narrow and
,..,,,,.. (lverly rational" (Patton, 'I978,' p. 40).
Whether utilization is or is not problematic depends on theclef. inition of the term, on what is meant by "rational," and on the
evidence the discussant uses in arriv ing at a conclusion, on what
information the discussant s ks out or is exposed to, how closely
he or she chooses to attend t the various arguments, and whether
he or she has a veted interest in the outcome of the dispute. From
this perspective, the utilization or non-utilization of evaluation
information depends on information availability and use as well as
the organizational processes and pressures which encourage or
discourage the production, transmission, atd use ofinformation by
,
relevant decision makers.
This chapter analyzes the utilization of evaluation resea'rCh from
an organizational behavioral perspective:To accomplish this', I will
c' present a simplified information-processing model of decision
making. With this orientation, the utilization or non-utilization of
evaluation information may be seen as a function of two primary
factorsi (I), the ,p_wnimtional context in which decision makers
function, including an awareness of operating goals and incentives,
and 2) th,e information processing constraints on the decision
makers, Including availability of information, costs of search, and

the manner in which information is perceived and processed.
Drawing on the research literature related to information u6e and
organizatimpl decision making, a series of propositions will be generated that suggest conditions under which evaluation information
is likely to be us6d, or not used, by decision makers.
v
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AN INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL
.
FOR DECISION MAKING
ct of choosing among alterDecision malng is, simply put,
Ideay, the decision maketWpresumed to have a set of
values or evaluative criteria, the perception of a problem which
requires action, a number of potential alternative solutions, and
a calculus for comparing alternatives and estimating the likelihood
of attaining certain outcomes given certain alternatives. With perfect rationality, the assumptions leading to choice generally include
complete information about the alternatives, knowledge of the
probabilities associated with different alternative-outcome links,
a consistent ordering of preference among outcomes, and a selection mechanism which maximizes the value attained by a choice.
However, with bounded rationality, the limits on both the information and-cognitive processing abilities,of the decision maker are
recognized, that is, the decision maker is intendedly rational but
acting with limited computational abilities. In both cases, hcWever, the choice procesc is one of information assimilation and use,
suggesting that an information processing model may be a fruitful
way to examine the decision-making process.
Consider the simplified model of decision making presented in
Figure 1. In this schema, the decision maker faces a problem or
situation requiring a choice, generates potential alternative solutions, assesses the probabilities that a given alternative will lead
to certain oticomes, and develops a preference ordering among
outcomes. In this view, information and the ability to process it
are paramount. Information processing is required in all phases,
i.e., to define the problem, develop alternatives, estimate proliabilities, and order outcomes.
The emphasis in this model is not thayt is a complete or literal
llnatives.

representation of the decision-making process. A N ariety of similar

models have been proposed (e.g., Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972;
Janis & Mann, 1977, MaCCrimmon, 1974), and there is evidence
suggesting that such models may be oversimplifications (Witte,
1972). Mintzberg, Raisinghami, and Theoret (1976), for example,
traced 25 complex organizational decisions ancr characterize the
process as a plurality of sub-decisioils without a simple sequential
relationship such as indicated in Figure 1. Nevertheless, the model
in Figure 1 is useful in that it emphasizes the centrality of information and information processing in the decision process. It also
suggests a framework for organizing and investigating the limita-'
lions and constraints on organizational decision making.
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Simplified Model of the Decision-Making Process
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In a typical formulation, decision makers encounter or are presented with problems which require choices, e.g., continue funding

for a project or reallocate funds to other purposes, or allow the
hiring 'of additional staff. The decision maker then considers a
variety of alternatives for solving the problem. Each alternative is
examined and some subjective weight or probability estimated that

selection of given alternatives will lead to particular outcomes.
Typically, the decision maker is not indifferent among the set of
outcomes but has preferences reflected by weights for at least some
of the outcomes. Given that information processing limits exist, it
may be that the decision maker will not hav e complete knowledge

of the alternatives, probabilities, or outcomes. In general, however, the decision-making process is presumed to operate from left
to right. Under the traditional notions of rationality ascribed to by
evaluation researchers, it is assumed that the decision maker will
search for unbiased information about the N ariou s components in
the model, and that the weights attached to various outcomes are
determined by organizational goals, that is, the decision maker will

attempt to make the choice such that the maximum net benefit
accrues to the organization or the agency.
But is this left-to-right progression an accurate description of
how decisions are made? Several authors have proposed that, in
organizations, problems are seldom clearly defined and alternatives become known only after certain outcomes are preferred
(Cohen et al.:1972; Weick, 1977). It may be, in fact, that the
decision-making process in organizations begins with the preference. ordering for outcomes as a set of rather fixed constraints.
Simon (1964) suggested this when he proposed that organizational

goals be viewed as constraint sets. Certainly, in organizations
individuals and gubunits typically have vested interests. The loss
of resources, status, and power is to be avoided. Even the uncertainty caused by change may be resisted. On thq other hand,
increases in resources, for example, more funding or more staff,
are typically preferred. Decision makers are indifferent about outcomes only when they are unaffected, In fact, decision makers may
become participants in a decision-making process to insure that
they remain unaffected.
That organizational decision makers have strong preferences for
certain outcomes is well documented (e.g.? Pfeffer & Salancik,
1977, 1978). These preferences, discussed at greater length later
in this chapter, reflect not only organizational and subunit goals,
but also individual desires and concerns such as promotion and
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slarv Becau.se these preferences exist, it follows that managers
or aaministrators are unlikely to remain passive when decisions
,

affectirig them are to be made. Conflicts may develop when decisions can result in gains and losses to the participants. Under these
circumstances, alternatives which lead to undesired outcomes may

become unacceptable to certain participants. In addition, as
Thompson (1967) observ ed, uncertainty threatens rationality.
Managers, especially those in power, attempt to eliminate potentially disruptiv e uncertainty. Information, in this context, becomes

a political resource. Data which support desired outcomes are
sought out, while informatiori which supports opposite N ie ws is to
be rebutted by questioning its accuracy, for example, by obtaining
other information supporting a countervailing view, or by
impugning the credibility of the source of the threatening infor-

mation. Information, then, is a commodity used for a variety of
purposes. Under some circumstances it may be used as a basis for
decision making, 'in others, as corroboration for decisions already
made, and in still others, for sy mbolic reasons. Information, in this
milieu, is not a fixed...substance, but one which may be selectively
perceived and processed.
v

Thus, the argument being made is twofold. First, in organizations, participarits typically have preferences for outcOmes which
reflect organizational as well as individual goals. These outcomes
act to define a set of constraints which result in the deCision process

moving from right to left with reference to figure 1. Second,
because of the potential for disagreements among participants, the
entire decision process may be one of bargaining and negotiation
as vatious actors attempt to pursue their interests. In this political
process, information becomes a potentially' important, or threatening, commodity. It is generally not perceived of as "objective."

Rather, depending on the nature and importance of the goals
sought, decision makers may systematically search for supporting
information while ignoring other types.
It is this organizational context in which evaluation research and
,evaluation units, whether at local, state, csr federal level should be

examined. Both the evaluation unit and the information it produces may be assets or liabilities for decision makers.
'A further distinction reflecting categories of evaluation information is necessary for the purposes of this chapter. For example,
one can distinguish between formative and summative evaluation,
with the former referring to information focused on improv ing the
workings of a given program and the latter more concerned with

.3 0
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its oNerall impact or effeetheness. Formathe evaluations are typically used to proide,information to administrators to improve the
conduct of the program and, as such, may be less threatening than
a summathe el.aluation which may dictate the continuation or discontinuation of the entire project. We can make still another distinction between information collected for routine compliance with
funding agency guidelines and non-routine information used to
assess goal attainment. The former information is often critical in
that continued funding is predicated on demonstrated compliance
and substantial efforts and resources are often required ,to colle
such information. This information, however critical, is not ty ically used to assess program performance. For the purposes of this
chapter, "evaluation information" or "evaluation research" will

refer primarily to the more non-routine, summative aspects of
ealuation research. While some of the material developed may
be releNant to an understanding of routine or formathe eNaluation,
the primary focus here is on information about non-routine or sunjmative events.

The remainder of the chapter elaborates these views and

deNelops a series of propositions concerning circumstances under
which evaluation units and information are likely to be effective.

First, the concept of "rationality" as it applies to organizational
decision making and information use is discussed. Second, the
impact of organizational goals and incentives on the model present
in Figure 1 are considered. Finally, drawing upon a diverse body

of research on cognitive information processing and decision
making, a number of potential biases in information processing
which may affect the use of evaluation information are explored.
RATIONALITY AND THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

As indicated previously, the notion of rationality implied by.
Figure 1 is not the comprehensive rationality of economic theory
in which unbiased decision makers use perfect information to maximize utility according to some completely specified and ordered
preference set. Instead, decision makers begin with preferences
and select actions based, on imperfect expectations about their
effat upon future preferthwes. These actions, further, may include
limited and focused information search and selective perceptith
and processing of information. Thus, "rationality," as used here,
does not even refer solely to the notions of bounded rationality in
which choices are made by decision makers who use imperfect
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inform'ation in a satisfying manner to maximize goal attainment

(March & Simon, 1958). Instead, the appropriate calculus for
Figure 1 appears to be one which March (1978, p. 592) refers to
as "contextual rationality" in which choice behavior is embedded
in a complex of other claims on the attention of decision makers
and other structures of so'cial and cognitiv e relations. Organizational decision makers, in this view, are pursuing multiple objectiNes subject to a Nariety of pressures and constraints, and often
with considerable ambiguity surrounding the choice process. Under
these circumstances, preferences for outcomes may be the least
ambiguous component of the decision process, more certain than
the definition.of the problem, the range of feasible alternatives, or
the probabilities associated with N ariou s alternatives. In this situation, it is argued that decision makers are likely to take action

which both reduCes their uncertainty and helps them achieve
desired outcomes (e.g., search for supportive information or selectively interpret signals as favorable to a preferfed outcome). Lindblom (1959) offers some support for this in his observation that the
selection of goals and the empirical analysis of the needed.actions
to obtain the goals are not distinct from one another but are closely
intertwined. Since ends typically come before means and may be
known with greater certhinty, it is likely that the search for appropriate means will be highly focused.

Since individual decision makers are known to be limited in
their ability to sOhe problems, organizational routines are often
established to increase the likelihood that individuals will behave
in a traditionally rational way. This focus is on the effectiveness of
procedures used to make choices, what Simon refers to as "procedural rationality" (1978, p. 8). These routines are established,
in light of the limitation\s suggested by bounded and contextual
rationality, to emphasize rational search procedures and, insofar
as possible, to ensure that decision makers have complete information. This procedural rationality may easily include provisions
for information and control systems, carefullyvrescribed review
pnicesses, and even mantlated program evaluations. The explicit
attempt is to ensure that the organizational context promotes an
approximation to comprehensive rationality by decision makers.
These manifestations of procedural rationality may be of considerable symbolic importance (e.g., Meyer & Rowan, 1977), but of
limited efficacy if decision makers are only contextually rational.
Such a reformulation of traditional notions of rationality is hardly

new. For a number of years economists, political scientists, and
others have acknowledged that "perfect rationality" is not an apt
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description of real-world decision making (e.g., Etzioni, 1967;
Floden & Weiner, 1978, Gershuny, 1978, Lindblom, 1959). What
is, perhaps, reIelin't here is that some of the disillusionment with
social science evaluation can be partly attributed to at least an
implicit acceptance of the assumptions underlying traditional rationality. If is worth re-emphasizing that in an organizational context,
Unlike what is implied in the traditional rational model, goals are
often ill-specified or lack consensus, information may be incomplete, ambiguous, and imperfect, and decision makers may be pur-

suing multiple comp'eting objectives and lacking the tinge and
computational abilities necessary to adequately utilize the as.ailable

inforination. It may even be, as suggested here, that the decision
itself.is driven by the solution rather than the problem. Acknowledging these constraints, let us now turn our attention to. (1) some
of the relevant organizational properties alluded to by the notion
of contextual rationality, and (2) the cognitive processing limitations suggested by the notion of bounded rationality.
ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACTS ON DECISION MAKING
.

Organizational Power and Evaluation

.

To understand the impact of contextual influences on evaluation
research, let us- first consider the evaluation unit in an organizational context, that is, consider the evaluation unit as one group
among many subunits. As Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) have noted,
subunits within organizations may be viewed as actors competing
for resources in a political arena. Power, in this milieu, becomes
a critical determinant of the unit's ability to acquire scarce and
critiCal resources (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1974).
Power, the crucial ingredient in this contest, may be envisioned
as resulting from the subunit's ability to control critical contingen,

cies, that is, power stems from the ability to reduce the primary
uncertainty which faces the organization. As formulated by Hickson,

et al. (1971), power or the ability to control contingencies and
reduce uncertainty may vary according to. (1) how critical the
uncertainty is which the subunit can reduce, that is, how central
the contingencies are for the overall furictioning of the organization, (2) how effective the subunit is in reducing the uncertainty,
and (3) how "substitutable" the function served by the subunit is,
that is, how easily the uncertainty reduction can be obtained from
other sources within the organization. Subunits that are successful
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according to these criteria are likely to be powerful. Those units
that do not act to reduce important uncertainty for the organization, or whose ability to reduce uncertainty is not uniquOy held,
are unlikely to exert substantial influence within the organization.
Subunit power has important ramifications for an understanding
of the utilizationt of ealuation information for several reasons.
First, Pfeffer and Salancik (1974) have shown that power is directly
related to a subunit's ability to obtain scarce and critical resources,
for example, budget allocations and staff Without these, it may be

difficult for an evaluation unit to perform effectie evaluations.
Second, Pfeffer and Salancik (1977) have also demonstrated That
power is used to define the criteria used in decision making. More
powerful subunits may successfully ennphasize those criteria on
Which they compare favorably. This ability to define or specifye aluati e criteria may have direct impacts on program evaluation,
allowing powerful programs either to specify the basis on which
they are to be evaluated and thereby insure their continued success, or to imalidate unfavorable findings by redefining a posteriori
the ealuatie criteria. Without power, members of the evaluation
unit are likely to find that they lack discretion in selecting the criteria and rejecting others' definitions (e.g., Meltsner, 1976), or that
they adhere to the more universalistic standards of research only
to have their product labelled as irrelevant or ignored by decision
makers.

A final ramification of power which has been noted is the tendency of those in charge to institutionalize their power and to resist
changes which might alter their position. Goldstein, et al. (1978)

describe, how groups often desire evaluation research to satisfy
external demands to"do something," but simultaneously are looking

for the results to justify established policies and procedures.
DecisiOn makers, it seems, are more receptive to research conclu-

sions that fit nicely into established policies. This tendencyand
ability of powerful units to maintain their position acts to slow
down the process of change and may easily contribute to both a
desire and an ability on the part of powerful subunits to aftend to
selectiely (or ignore) utilization information, depending on their
interests:
These findings suggest several propositions with respect to the
,influence pf evaluation units and the utilization of evaluation
research:
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Proposition 1. Results of evaluation, research are more.likely to be
used by decision makers when:

a. The evaluation unit is powerful compared to the unit being
,

evaluated.
b. the evaluation information is not available from other sources,
i.e., the control of uncertainty is not substittltable.
c. the ealuation study is on a program requiring a substantial proportion of the agency's resources, i.e., the project evaluated is
central to the agency s functioning.
d. the criteria used for evaluation are criteria which the unit being
evaluated has accepted, i.e., there is agjeement between the
evaluating unit and the one being evaluated on what is to be
evaluated.

Organizational Goals, Incentives, and Evaluation

If; as suggested in Figure 1, the use of information may be a
function of the outcomes preferred by a decision maker, it is
important to consider how these preferences might develop. In an

unconstrained setting, p edicting the preferences or tastes of
decision makers is probl atic. With the exception of somellobal
notions of hedonic pre erences or the idea that, in general, people
will choose to be "better off" rather than "less well off," it is virtually impossible to predict a priori what set of outcomes a given

decision maker is likely to value. In organizations, however, the
situation is far more predictable. Decision makers' exist in settings
which act to constrain both the range of outcomes which might be
preferred in situations where there is a choice and the preferences
for particular outcomes within this reduced set. These contextual
constraints are typically imposed through systems of goals, control
systems, and incentives. Decision makers are usually constrained
first by the nature of the job, that is, organizational or subunit goals
are imposed along with the responsibility to work toward attaining
these goals. To ensure that this is accomplishea, some form of control, system is typically used which allows superiors in the hierarchy
to monitor the achievement of suboidinate decision makers. Upon
discovery of a variance, sanctions can be applied. Thus, the organizational context acts to constrain decision makers to pursue a limitednumber of goals and to reward or punish them for success or
failure.
Without digressing into a lengthy discussion of goals and goal
formulation processes (cf., Mohr, 1973, Perrow, 1970), it should
-be
noted that this process involves the translation of often vague,
..
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non-operational, long-term goals into more specific, short-term
outcomes. This activity may, , as has been empirically demonstrated

(e.g Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978), be accomplished through a political process of negotiation, bargaining, co-opting, coalition formation, and the garnering and application of power. The process
may also result in the adoption of sy mbolic and non-operative goals
whose purpose is often to satisfy external audiences and to provide
for minimum constraints on organizational actors (e.g., Perrow,
1970, Simon, 1964). Meyer and Rowan's (1977) interpretation of
the sy mbolic nature of the operation of schools is an illustration of

these goals. The concern in many public organintions with
accountability is another goal, perhaps more relevant as a symbolic
effort to reassure taxpayers, than as an operative goal relevant to
effective and efficient organizational functioning.

With respect to evaluation, Orlans (1973) has noted that enabling legislation is often written in vague, terms in order to gain
sufficient backing from legislators to insure passage. However,
since program goals are not well-defined, it is difficult to develop
measurable criteria, despite the fact that the legislation often mandates an evaluation component. The lack of well-specified goals
may encourage the political bargaining over criteria described by
Pfeffer and Salancik (1977). It may also result in evaluations which

opponents claim are not appropriate. Program Head Start legislation, for example, offered no delineation of goal priority or concrete objectives. Consequently, results of evaluation studies which
showed no program impact were often ignored by decision makers
as inappropriate or assessing only' a part of the program's intent
(Gordon & Morse, 1975).
The result of the translation of organizational goals into short..

term operative subunit goals, while perhaps an imprecise and
ambiguous process, has several important ramifications for an
understanding of the use of information by organizational decision

makers. First, even when the goals are somewhat ambiguous,
objectives act to focus the attention and efforts of those responsible. Second, although the goal may be imprecisely defined, control sy stems are almost alway s developed which include measures
of objectke outcomes. These obsen able outcome measures act as
highly salient foci against which performance may then be assessed.

A large and persuasive body of research has documented the
motivating effect of simple goal setting (e.g., Latham & Yukl,
1975). For example, studies of budgeting (e.g., Wildavsky, 1974),
public employees (Blau, 1964), students (Baum & Youngblood,
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1975), homeowners (Erez, 1977), have all demonstrated that the
mere setting of goals can act to direct behavior. Other research has
also demonstrated that once arkindividual becomes committed .to
an outcome through public actions, there is a tendency to continue
to pursue the same goal, even if preceding efforts ,met with failure
(e.g., Salancik, 1977, Staw & Ross, 1978). These findings suggest
that in an organizational context, decision makeN will probably
develop rather explicit preferences for outcomes.
Finally, and most important, these preferences are solidified
through the operation of organizational incenliv e systems. decision

makers are rewarded for pursuing certain ends and punished for
others. The pervasive impact of incentive systems should not be
underestimated. Kerr (1975) provides a number of instances in
which employees liehaved in seemingly contradictory ways, often
appearing to do the opposite of espoused goals. For example,
directors of orphanages were found to establish policies that worked

against the placement of children in foster homes, and acted to
keep them in the orphanage, universities routinely establish incentive systems that militate against encouraging high quality teaching,
sports teams often reward individual performance when a teamoriented effort is requirgd. Upon analysis, the results were7,seen

not to be contradictory but to be entirely consistent with the
incentive systems, that is, people in organizations typically do
those things for which they are rewarded. In Kerr's (1975) example,

for instance, orphanage directors who succeeded in placing

chil*

dren in foster homes would be "rewarded" by cuts in staff,
resources, and prestige among peers. In a direct test of the hypothesis that decision makers would respond to the operative control
system, Harrell (1977) demonstrated that subordinate decision
makers would follow their superior's lead and make decisions using
similar criteria. This effect persisted even when superiors began
making decisions which were contrary tG the official policy.

Obviously, the goals of survival and obtaining resources are
probably more important to program administrators and staff than
to independent evaluators. Information which suggests that the
program is not effective or efficient is likely to result in negative
sanctions against those running I,ke program. Clearly, there may
be conflicts between the program administrator's goal of survival
and the evaluator's goal of an accurate assessment. The incentives

for those with vested interests in the program may be to devise
strategies tG minimize the collection, dissemination, and use of
such unfavorable information, even if such actions go against some
"objective" assessment of overali worth.
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These findings are applicable in understanding how decision

,

makers des elop preferences for outcomes, subunit goals are made
salient, measurable, and rewarded, ontrol systems provide feedback and sanctions which act to focus attention on achieving certain
ends, failure to attain the desired outcomes may result in the loss
of important organizational rewArds snch as promotion,: pay,, and
status, as well as actual punishments such as demotiop or termination. As indis iduals in organizationg become more committed
and less able to lease the organization, the importance of the out-

comes is increased. Since there is seldom complete consensus
among indisiduals and subunits on the ,goals or outcomes ,to be
sought, the possibility of conflict and competition arises. Under
these circumstances, it is possible that one person's gain is ano

er's

loss, hence, it is unlikely that decision makers will easily gJie up
preferences for certain outcomes if it means personal loss.
Some indirect evidence of these effects may be seen in a review
of 93 evaluation studies by Gordon- & Morse (1975). These authors

found that es aluation researchers with some affiliation with the
project being esaluated were far more likely to report the project
as successful than Were non-affiliated evaluators (52 percent to 14
percent). Similarly,, there was a greater tendency for non-affiliated
researchers to report program failure than was the case among
affiliated evaluators (32 percent to 14 percen.t). While not suggesting directly that affiliated es aluators deliberately biased their
studies, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that incentis es may, lead to conscious or unconscious biasing of information.
The set of acceptable or preferred outcomes on which a decision
maker is likely to focus is, in part, made salient through the spec-

ification of a control system which assesses attainment of the
assigned goals, incentive Systems which sanction certain actions,
and the committing effect of previous behaviors. These factors suggest the following proposition:
Proposition 2: Results of evaluation research are more likely to be
used by decision makers when:
a. the evaluation information can be used to assess achievement of
quantifiable goals.

b. the evaluation information is fed into a well-Articulated and
operating control sy stem which incl4des an effective set of incen-

tives; i.e., measured performance can be sanctioned.
c. the evaluatioy information does not recommend actions which
are incompatible with the existing control system's ability to
monitor and sanction.
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d. the evaluation information results frqm studies performed by
those who have a veste&interest in the continuation of the
project.

INFORMATIONAL IMPACTS ON DECISION MAKING

As suggested by Figure 1, information plays a centrahole in the
decision-making process. Before information can have an impact,
however, it must reach, and be processed by, the relevant decision
makers. In an evaluation context this means that the evaluation
report must not only be available to users but must also be read,
,understood, believed, and acted upon. Failure by decision makers
either to obtain the information or to process it can result in nonutilization. This suggests the need to examine two separate steps
irf the dissemination process: (1) how decision makers acquire
information, and (2) how material is processed cognitively. A substantial body Of research is available which suggests the limitations
and biases of organizational decison makers with respect to information acquisition and use.
Information Acquisition
-

Accessibility of Information. A large number of laboratory stuslies

of information and decision making have documented the intuitively reasonable conclusion that better quality information is generally associated with improved decision-making performance (e.g.,
Porat & Haas, 1969; Streufert, 1973). Unfortunately, several authors

have also noted that the majority of these studies may be overly
structured when compared to tire real-world situations they are
meant to model (e.g., Connolly, 1977; Winkler & Murphy, 1973).
Thus, while we hme support for the importance ofInformation in
decision making, we need to examine the prOcess by which decision Akers acquire information before concluding that the mere
availability of better quality information insures improvetr performance.

-

When we ekamine the evidece, doubts about the inforthationdecision making link emery.. Decision makers of many types
appear to be noticeably biased ft iheir procurement of information. For example, in a direct test of the impact of accessibilify and
quality of information on information source use, O'Reilly (1919)
found that although decision makers recognized information sources
of high 4ua1ity, they used sources which provided lower quality
A
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information but were more accessible. O'Reilly (1979) expkins
, these results in terms of the costs in% ol% ed in obtaining informaion
from less accessible sources. Gh, en that the decision makers were
under time constraints and subject to numerous interruptions, it
may ha e been that they were simply unable to seek out higheiquality information when it came from less accessible sources. Sim-

ilar findings ha e been reported about the informatioreeking
behavior of physicians (Menzel & Katz, 1955), scieniists ,(Gerstberger & Allen, 1968), policymakers (Clausen, 1973), and managers (Mintzberg, 1973).
This bias to:vards accessible information is also reflected in managers strong preferences for oral as opposed to wfitten information

(e.g., Dewhirst, 1971) and for infotmation from trustworthy or
credible sources (e.g., Beach, Mitchell,.Deaton, & Prothero, 1978,
Giffin, 1967). Research in these areas has shown that managers
typically prefer shorter oral reports to longer written ones. Interestingly, there is also e% idence that when obtaining information in
this manner, managers may judge the validity of the information,
not on the facts of the matter, but on the credibility of the source.
This May lead to the acceptance of a piece of information as "true"
or "false" depending on how much the recipient trusts the sender.
çlausen (1973), for instance, noted that Congressmen frequently
cast votes .on legislation based not on an understanding of...the
deeper issues but on the advice of a trusted colleague. This behmior
is not necessarily bad, but simply reflects the inability of a Congressman to be fully informed on all issues.
The resear.ch oh soutce credibility also suggests that it may be
that it is.the safeness" or trustworthiness of thesource, more than
experti4e, which determines whether information is believed
(O'Reilly & Roberts, 1976). The ramifivations of this finding for
understanding the utilization of evaluation research may be important. Evaluation units,- by their nature, may be perceived of as not
sharing the same objecth es as other subunits, i.e., not being trustworthy in terms of source credibility. These units may be seerl as

Objective rather than sympathetic, that is, expert but not trifttworthy Thus, t ere is some possibility that the information produced 'may be u ed less by decision makers than information froku
"safer"
sources. Lavid (1978), for example, fauriel that the feedback
.
.

of ealuation dat which included Orsonal explanatfons by eval-

uation staff was r4uçh more likely to be utilized than a report that.
wd!; merely delivered.
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Together, these biases may lead decision makers toward preferences for information from particular channels which they may
characterize as accessible and trustworthy, and which provide con-

densed treatments of complex issues. Information from these
sources, as will be suggested later, may be concrete and easily
assimilated, but not necessarily detailed or of the highest quality .
tith respect to, the utilization of eNaluation research, this suggests
the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Results of evaluation research are more likely to be
used by decision makers if they are:
a. readily accessible to final decision makers
b. summarized
c. presented orally
d. from a source deemed as credible i.e., trustworthy.

Information Sign. An additional bias noted in studies of information acquisition by decision makers is a tendency to aN oid infor-

mation which may suggest undesirable consequences. Janis and
Mann (1977) offer several examples of this behavior describing how

politicians and policy makers, when faced with unpleasant alternatives, will avoid exploring ominous implications of desired courses

of action. Several examples of this sort are available in studies
showing that program administrators have exhibited tendencies to
dismiss negative findings (e.g., Borgatta, 1966; Carter, 1971).
Goldstein et al. (1978, p. 33) report similar instances in which evaluati n results were selectiNely interpreted as offering support for
a óliticall y favored position. This willingness to avoid acquiring
p jorative information and to seek out or selectiN ely process favorle items has direct ramifications for evaluation research. As sug-

ested earlier, decision makers often have vested interest6 in
ertain outcomes. This may predispose them to seek out information which supports their position. David (1978) quotes a decision maker as saying, "I want information to justify the expansion
of the program" (p. 17). Bear and Hodun (1975), for example,
found that subjects were likely to recall items of information that

were confirmatory to their position rather than those that were
contradictory. Interestingly, this bias extended to recallingsome
contradictory items as supportive and even to reealling missing
data as confirmatory for a preferred position. In an interesting laboratory study, Morlock (1967) demonstrated that it required sig-

nificantly less information for subjects to arrive at a decision
favorable to their position than to arrive at
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to be against their interests. In an organizational setting, groups
of like-minded decision makers may exaggerate these biases toward

selectie perception and actually act collectively to censor or derogate information in oppositiory to their desired ends. Janis (1972)4
labelling this process as "groupthink," provides a number of retrospitoctie accounts in which groups acted to bolster desired opinions4and exclude contrary ones. For instance, decision making by
13.-esident Kennedy's adisory committee during the Bay of Pigs
incident was characterized aftemards by the suppression of doubts,
creation of feelings of___trnanimity and imulnerability, and an
unwillingness to risk conflict within the giJup. Johnson (1974), in
a study of group decision making, provides a nice example of this
tendency to seeictthanimity and aoid conflict. She hypothesized
that executi es would make a less desirable, but acceptable, shortrun decision to aoid generating conflict with others in the group.
Using l 9 businessmen across ten situations she discovered that
althou subjects could entify the ideal decision for each situation, their overwhelming tendency was to make a sub-optimal
decision in order to aoid conflict. David (1978) again quotes a user
of evaluation data as say ing, "I look at test scores mainly to confirm
my own impression. If they differ, my impression counts" (p. 16).
These biases, that is, tendencies to aoid information which sug-

gests undesirable consequences, to seek out supportie information, to require less supportive information to arrie at a faored
decision, and a desire to avoid making decisions which will generate conflict, suggest the following proposition:
Proposition 4. Results of evaluation research are more likely to be
used by decision makers if the information:
.
a. is,supportive of the outcomes favored by the decision makers.
b. does not lead.to conflict among the set of relevant actors.

Proposition 4 appears most appropriate when, as Jtmis and
Mann (1977) suggest,, the group is cohesive and members value
their associations. Under these circumstances, it may be that group
members will he more apt to suppress conflict in the name of group
unanimity. When ealuation information is available to competing
factios or decision makers flelonging to differing groups, the following proposition is suggested:
Proposition 5. Results of evaluation research are more likely to he
sought out and used by decision makers under competing or conflicting conditions when:

.
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a. Inisloaation supportive of an undesired position is available to
,
actors seeking different outcomes.
-b. The decision-making process is drawn out over a long period of
time Which allows alternative positions to be presented.

,

..

Communication of Information. A final set of potential biases on
information acquisition by decision makers in organizational settings is related to the communication of information in organ izations. Several authors have noted that communications in
. organizations may be withheld or distorted (e.g., O'Reilly 8.; Pondy,
1979, Wilensky, 1967). Subordinates have been found to be biased
toward passing superiors information which reflects favorably on
the subordinate and suppressing unfav orable information. O'Reilly
(1977) discov ered that subordinates who did not trust their superior were willing to suppress unfavorable information even if they
knew that such information was useful to their boss. Other investigations have shown similar results. For instance, Pettigrew (1972)
documented how a single individual, acting as a gatekeeper for
information flowing to a policymaking group, was able to determine the outcome of a purchasing decision by carefully allowing
only certain types of information through to the decision makers,
Plott and Levine (1978) demonstrated how, through the arrangement of the agenda of a meeting, outcomes could be determined
in advance. Lowe and Shaw (1968) provided evidence that departments systematically inflate and bias budget requests to support
claims for increased resources. In a slightly different vein, Kaufman
(1973) showed how subordinates learned not to pass certain items
of information upward in the hierarchy because superiors, upon
learning of these, would be required to act in ways contrary to the
subordinate's self-interest. A classic example of.this system-induced
distortion is provided by McCleary (1977) in a study of how parole
officers report clients' violations, observing that parole officers
under-reported deviaot behavior to their supervisors. As noted by
Kaufman (1973), subordinates are often punilhed for providing
accurate reports. In McCleary's study, this resulted in incidents

being reported only when the information sent upward would
enhance the subordinate's career.
Numerous other examples are available which attest to the fact
that information is often selectively filtered and distorted as it is
communicated in- organizations (e.g., Allison, 1971; Janowitz Zir
Delany, 1957, etc.). Such filtering and distortion appears to result,
most often, from indivisluals or groups attempting either to gain
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desired outcomes such as increased resources or power) or to
oid their loss. When considered in conjunction with the biases
toward reliance by decision makers on short, oral reports from
trusted sources, the impact of distorted information may be
heightened.
Cleady , these biases hae important consequences for the transmission and use of ealuation research since interpretation of the

results of evaluation studies may be biased either to support or
refute a particular position. If, as March and Simon (1958, p. 165)
note, "inferences are drawn from a body of eidence and the inferences, instead of the eidence itself, are then communicated," ale
opliortunity- for subtle distortion is magnified. Findings which hae

undesirable consequences may be withheld by superior gatekeepers also. Direct e) idence of this effect is recounted by Coleman
(1972) V% hu describes how HEW attempted to minimize the impact
of an EEO study, because its findings were inimical to the interests
of some othor HEW agencies. Here we find decisions being made

to..suppress or alter information both to minimize conflict and to
avoid undesirable outcomes.
It should be noted that not all distortion in organi44to.L4communication is necessarily intentional. With any transmission from
one incli ). idual to another there is almost always some degradation

of the message (e.g., see Campbell, 1958). Receivers of information recall certain parts of messages and forget or minimize othe
This unintentional distortion, due to differences in cognitie tuning,
may be increased when the communication occurs between groups
who use different ocabularies, are sensitive to different goals and
constituencies, or are using different criteria for determining what
is important. Janis (1972), for example, describes how information
during the attack on Pearl Harbor was not transmilted because
senders, unaware of the broader picture, did not perceive certain
information as important. Ealuation researchers, whcse concerris
are oftelt somewhat different than administrators,' may not .fully
apprecirtte the concerns of psers of their studies. the use of a different ocabulary and the requirements for communication through

seeral hierarchical leels may lead to evaltiation reports which
administrators see as not timely,, too technical, focused on issues
which are not central, and generally unconvincing (e.g., Alkin,
1975, Cox, 1977). Such opinions on the part of administrators, coupled with pre ). iously mentioned biases such as reliance on acces'sible and credible information sources, make it clear that ealuation

information may not Lae the impact expected by e.-alitation
researchers.
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Acknowledging that information may be blocked or altered
during communication vvithin organizations suggests the following
- proposition:
Proposition 6. Results of evaluation research are less likely to be
useful when:

a. transmitted through several intermediate links in a communication netwOrk rather than delivered directly to the relevant
decision makers.

b. transmitters, of the information are likely to suffer personal or
organizational losses from the message.

c. senders and receivers do not trust each other.
d. the informaiion is transmitted to decision makers in another
agency or organization.

e. the information is transmitted to decision makers in a different
functional group within the same organization.
Information Processing

Discussion to this point has focused on biases which may affect
the acquisition of information by decision makers in an organizational context. Once the information has been acquired, however,
it may still be that individuals will fail to process it accurately. A
diverse and well-developed body of research is available which
documents these limitations in cognitive information processing
(e.g., Slovic, Filchhoff, & Lichtenitein, 1977). Two general themes
from this research are relevant to an understanding of the use of
evaluation research by decision makers. (1) factors which limit
one's ability to assimilate information, and (2) processing strategies
which may result in inaccurate or misleading inferences.
Cognitive Limits on Information Processing. Early studies of
human information processing demonstrated unambiguously that
decision makers could only use limited afnounts of information.
Miller (1956), in a classic study, demonstrated experimentally that
short term memory is limited in most people to seven "chunks"
of information plus or minus two (a "chunk" being the largest single

item of information recognized by the processor), and that an
individual's ability to "chunk'e information acts as a direct constraint on the input of data. What is important to us is that this
fundamental physiological limitation appears tvct as a constraint
on all decision Makers. Numerous studies have demonstrated that

physicians, -stockbrokers, meteorologists, policymakers, and a
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variety of other "experts" all appear to use only a very limited
number of cues in makkng complex decisions (e.g Dawes & Corrigan, 1974, Slovic et al.7I977, Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971). Other
research in this area has also shown that ariables such as person-

ality, sognithe structure, and demographics are related to the
ability to process information (e.g., Nystedt, 1972; Schroder,
Driver, & Streufert, 1967, Taylor & Dun nette, 1974). Further evidence of limitations on the ability to process information is available in studies showing the biased nature of memory and
perception. Buckhout (1974), for example, lists three common
sources of unreliability in recall. (1) insignificance in the original
situation, i.e., cues which were later deemed important were not
closely attended to at the time, (2) the degradation of information

in memory oer time, and (3) pressures and distractions on the
information processor which reduce the amount and accuracy of
information used.

Each of these limits is potentially important for an understanding of how decision makers may use evaluation information.
For instance, ghen that decision makers are able to use relatively
little information, it becomes problematic to know which information items of the total quantity available a decision maker will
focus on and use. Studies of experts are consistent in finding that
experts on the same subject typically use different information in
making expert judgments (e.g., Slovic et al., 1977). This suggests

that decision makers, when presented with evaluation research
results, may interpret and weight the information differentially.
Hawkins et al. (1978), for example, in a drug evaluation study,
showed that %,arious actors were weighting information differently

according to the ealuation criteria they were using. Other studies
hae also demonstrated variations in preferences for types of information across decision makers (e.g., 'Kilmann & Mitroff, 1976), as
well as in how stress reduces one's ability to process information
(e.g., Wright, 1974). Since, as Mintzberg (1973) has shown,
agers' work is charactetistically fragmented and subject to distrac-

tions and time pressures, it

is

likely that users of evaluation

research will be unable to assimilate fully all the information contained in a report. Instead, users are likely to form gverall impressions, subject to the biases mentioned previously, and to weight
the res,ults accmdingly This interpretation is consistent with studies
which show that with the passage of time details are forgotten, that
the reconstructed meaning is often less ambiguous than originally
portrayed, and is then interpreted as offering support for a facored
(1
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position (e.g., Buckhout, 1974, Ross, 1977), that is, information
contained in the original signal which is unfavorable is likely to be
either forgotten or reinterpreted so as to minimize its negative
consequences.
These and other studies of individual limits on cognitive information proCessing corroborate a. reasonable but often neglected
fact. memory is a selectie and often fallible source of information.

The perceptual process of detecting and attending to stimuli is
affected by factors such as stress. With the passage of time there
is also a tendency to reorganize our "memory" into coherent recollectitms by stripping away contradictory evidence and filling in
any gaps with "constructed" facts. These limitations suggest the
following propositions:
Proposition 7. Only limited amounts of information from an evaluation study are likely to be used for decision-making purposes.

Proposition 8. Given the same evaluation information, different
experts will use different parts of the report in different ways, that
is, judges will weight differently the same evaluation information.
Proposition 9. Over time, decision makers will be more likely to
interpret favorable information from an evaluation study,_,as less
ambiguous than originally perceived.
Proposition 10. Over time, decision makers will be more likely to
forget unfavorable information from an evaluation study or reinterpret such information as either irrelevant (e.g., ddes not address
the "relevant" question) or favorable.

Selective Processing. Aside from these limits on decision makers'
ability to process information, there also exist biases in the manner
in which information is cognitively processed by individuals. Three

of these biases have direct ramifications for evaluation research
utilization. (1) selective pereeption, (2) self-serving biases, and (3)
a preference for vivid, concrete information for use in decision
making. The first relates to the tendency, described in the previous section, for users to "reinterpret" acquired information to fit
preconceptions or to allow the user to maintain a consistent,set of
attitudes and beliefs about a given topic. This bias toward consis-

tency injected by the reconstruction of facts

is dramatically

increased through the three selective processing mechanisms mentioned above.
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Janis and Mann (1977) offer a number of excellent illustrations
of instances in which decision makers either defensively avoided
acquiring or processing unfa,, orable information or bolstered their
position through the selecthe acquisition and interpretation of
favorable data. This tendency may be seen in decision makers'
willingness to overweight negathe information when they desire
to make a negative decision (Kanouse & Hansen, 1972). In these
circumstances, decision makers wishing to reject an opposing view
have been shown to use whateNer negative information is available.

Selection interviewers, when presented with a large number of
positive cues and very few negative ones, have been shown to
attend to the negative information systematically and to use it to
reject applicants even though the positive information is far more
potent. Miller and Rowe (1967), for example, found that when subjects were required to make assessment decisions, there was a significant tendency to be influenced by negative rather than positive
adjectives used to describe a candidate. Other corroborative evidence is available from studies of personal perception among those

who make investment decisions, among gamblers, and others
(Kanouse & Hansen, 1972). When decision makers favor a position, the bias has been shownlo 613-erate toward ale selection of
favorable information as well (e.g., Morlock, 1967).
It should be noted that this bias does not necessarily suggest
that decision makers truncate their search for information once

having obtained data which can be used to support a desired

.

position or oppose an undesired one. The apparent tendency is to
selecth;ely seek out information which bolsters one's position and
avoid unsupporthe information in either acquisition or processing,
but not necessarily to avoid searching. In fact, a number of laboratory studies have demonstrated an interesting propensity among
decision makers to desire more information than can be effectively
used (Chervany & Dickson, 1974). The paradox is that decision
makers appear to seek more information than required, even to
the point of inducing overload. While the overload may actually
impair performance, the additional information has been shown to
increase the decision maker's confidence (Chervany & Dickson,
1974, Oskamp, 1965). The net results may be that decision makers
arrive at poorer decisions but are more confidint in their choices.
Thus, it may be that decision makers will selectively seek out
information which supports or opposes a position, acquire as much
of this information as possible, and be increasingly confident in
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their decision although such decisions may be substantially biased.
Meltsner (1976), in a book on policy analysts in bureaucratic settings, makes a rele ant distinction between two categories of infor-

mation sought by decision makers, that is, information used to
make decisions and information used to support decisions. The
latter category is indicathe of the type sought by decision makers
to justify a position. Meltsner describes at some length how it is
not uncommon for decision makers to hire outside consulting
groups to do evaluation studies, not to be used for decision-making
purposes but solely to proide credible information which supports

a decision which has already been made. This idea is directly
related to the earlier discussion of information as a political resource
and suggests the following proposition:
Proposition 11. Results of evaluation research are more likely to be
used if portions of the study can be selectively interpreted as either

supportive of a desired position or unsupportive of opposing
positions.

Self-Serring Biases. Aside from propensities to perceive and
process information selectively, decision makers have also been
shown to engage consistently in what has been labelled "selfserving- biases, that is, researchers have noted that individuals
often iew themsek es more faorably than seems objecthely warranted (e.g., Miller & Bois:1973) Thus', for example, bettors have
been shown to oerpredict their gambling successes consistently
(Blasovich, Ginsburg, & Howe, 1975), production managers to
overpredict their performance (Kidd & Morgan, 1969), and corporate presidents to overpredict their firm s success in meeting
competition (Larwood & Whitaker, 1977). Aside from this futureoriented optimism, investigators have also shown that, in retrospect, members of successful groups see themselves as more
responsible for their groups than do members of groups that have
failed. Schlenker and Miller (1977), for example, found that members of groups that had failed assigned less responsibility for the
group s poor performance to themselves than they typically assigned
to any other member of the group.

In organizations, such pervasive "self-serving- biases have
important ramifications for the acquisition and interpretation of
information. These biases become especially important when participants are linked to, or are responsible for, previous decisions
to allocate resources. Under these conditions, decision makers may

-
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be committed to a particular program. Staw and his colleagues
(e.g., Staw, 1974, Staw & Fox, 1977) have demonstrated how commitment to a course of action may result in escalating commitments
of resources fo failing projects. Staw and Ross (1978), for instance,

demonstrated that policy makers who had allocated resources to
projects which subsequently failed for reasons that they should
have foreseen, were more likely to devote even more resources to
the project in succeeding time periods than were decision makers
who had sponsored successful projects or whose-projects had failed
for exogenous reasons beyond the decision maker's control. This

example is similar to foreign policy failures such as the United
States' involvement in Vietnam. Staw and Ross quote George Ball

(1965), who in the early yearS of the Vietnam War stated that,
"Once we suffer large casualties . . . our involvement will be so
great that we cannotwithout national humiliationstop short of
achieving our complete objectives." These examples are disturbingly similar to certain 6ducational programs which persist in spite

of evaluation research which documents their failure to achieve
stated objectives.
Two possible reasons for such events can be offered; First, the

stated objectives of the program which are evaluated and found
wanting are not representative of either the true objectives of the
program (for example, when a program is established for political
purposes and evaluated on educational attainments), or the evaluation is-done- on only a subset of the total program goals.- Or,
second, evaluation information attesting to the program's inadequacies is ignored. It is in this latter instance that the effects of
commitment described by Staw may be linked with self-serving
c,

biases.

It may be that the ability of individuals to be over-optimistic
about future events predisposes them to commit themselves to
courses of action. Further, when cohesive groups are involved,
there may be an even greater impetos to choose risky options.
Once committed, the selective perception biases described earlier
can act to prov ide information supportive of the original decision.
IIalberstam (1972) prov ides numerous illustrations of how Robert

McNamara and others engaged in this activity during the war in
Vietnam. Gouran (1976) provides similar examples showing that
Nixon and his aides persistently discounted the importance of evidence during the Watergate cover-up. Selective perception biases
allow the parties involved to choose information, as suggested in
Proposition 11, which either supports the aims of the programs or
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rebuts opposition claims. Self-serving biases may also' allow for the
development of a false consensus or the illusion that one's behav-

iors and choices are common and appropriate while opposing
responses are uncommon and not widely supported. These selfserving biases also act to make the decision maher reluctant to
abandon a chosen course of action. As long as information is avail-

able which can be interpreted as supportive of a given position,
the bias on the part of the central actor will be to focus on this
corroborative information. As Pfeffer and Salancik (1977) have
shown, when ambiguity exists, particularistic criteria can be used
by decision makers, that is, unless a widespread consensus exists,
it is possible for opposing decision makers to argue for their positions .and to selectively use information to support their claims.
Given that evaluation is often prescribed precisely because the

situation is ambiguous with respect to a given program, it

is

obviously the case that the selective processing of information will

occur. Under these circumstances, individuals are likely to be
involved and committed to particular points of view and selfserving biases will be operating. This impact may be heightened
since the results of evaluation research may also be ambiguous.
A final effect of self-serving biases may be seen should a program

be declared a failure, either for political or substantive reasons.
Under these circumstances, self-serving biases may allow involved

participants to cognitively reconstruct their involvement and
devalue their responsibility for the failure, selective perception
may act to focus on exogenous events which explain lack of success

in terms of others' actions and unforeseeable events. Thus, the
operation of self-serving biases suggests the following propositions
relev ant to an understanding of the use of evaluation information.
Proposition 12. Responsibility for a program resnits in increased
commitment on the part of decision makers and increases the likelihood that the results of evaluation research will be used when.
a. the evaluation information can le interpreted as favorable or
supportive of the program.
b. the evaluation information is ambiguous and can be argued as
not reflective of the overall scope of the program.
c. no strong consensus exists as to the specific goals of the program
such that some evaluation information may be interpreted as
favorable to some parts of the program.
4:-

Proposi tion 13. Results of evaluation which are unfavorable to a pro-

gram are more likely to be used when:
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a. there exists a set of actors with objectives contrary to those
associated with the evaluated.program.

b. resources are scarce, so that the competition for resources is
greater.

Abstract Versus Concrete Information. Typically evaluations are
$ conducted tO assess whether a program meets its goals, is suc-

cessful compared to other projects, or in order to provide for the
feedback of information to improve performance in succeeding
time periods. Underlying these reasons is the idea that evaluation
information will allow decision makers to derive inferences about
causal relationships (for example, between educational interventions and student achievement). An important postulate of this
process holds that causal explanations will be influenced by consensus information, i.e., informatidn concerning base rates and
how a given project fares compared to the base rate. Attribution

researchers (e.g., Nisbett, Borgida, Crandall, & Reed,
197 ) have drawn attention to the substantial amount of evidence
which has failed to sUpport the. postulated effect of consensus
+information. For instance, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) have
demonstrated this point by asking subjects to judge the probability
that a target individual, described in a brief personality sketch, was
an engineer, given:
M

1

-

,

(a) that he was drawn from a population of 70 engineers and 30
I

(

t.,

/lawyers, or
(b) that he was drawn from a population of 70 lawyers and 30
engineers.
.1-

Knowledge of the population base rate for occupational categories'

i

had no effect whatever on judgments of the probability that the
target individual was an engineer. Instead, subjects relied exclusively on the personality sketch and based the decision on the
degree to which the description fitted the stereotypic engineer or
lawyer. Numerous other examples are available which demonstrate that decision makers, and even scientists familiar with statistics, habitually ignore information about the population and
draw recklessly strong inferences about the underlying population
from knowledge of a very small sample. Tversky)and Kahneman
(1974) refer to this as the "law of small numbers!'
Observers offer some reasons why even expert decision makers
ignore base rate or consensus information. Kahneman and Tversky,
: for example, speculate that people may not know how to combine
,
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base rate information and, therefore, ignore it. Nisbett, et al.
(1976) propose that base rate information, by its very nature, is
abstract and pallid, and may simply lack the force to persuade sub-,-

.N

jects to attend to it and to use it. People, it seems, are unmoved
dry, statistical data dear to the hearts of scientists And evaluators. As Bertrand Russell observed, "Popular induction depends
on the emotional interest\of the instances, not upon their numl.Indiv iduals respond to v iv id, concrete information and ignore
abstract data.
Nisbett, et al. (1976) offer several examples of this tendency.
Consumers have long ignored medical advice to quit smoking and
safety
advice to fasten. seat belts. Such appeals typically report
7
numbers such as the probability of being a victim and are largely
ignored. Yet when a highly visible and concrete incident occurs
which people can focus on, results ik-e often dramatic. For example,

medical exhortati9n on the value of early detection of breast
tumors long went virtually unheeded. Yet, the waiting lists at
cancer detection clinics became months-long after television
reported the mastectomies of Mrs. Rockefeller and Mrs. Ford. In
an interesting experiment, Borgida and Nisbett (1977) provided
prospective students with course evaluations based on ratings of
students who had prey iously taken the courses. This information
had little impact on course choices. In-contrast, brief face-to-face
comments about the courses had a substantial impact on course
choices.. Other studies have noted how vivid information which is
non-diagnostic, that is unrelated to the decision to be made, may
have an impact on the choice (Troutman & Shanteau, 1977).
onsider the ramifications of these biases for the use of evaluation inforrtration. The typical 'evaluation report is a document
which relies heavily on the statistical analysis of data and variations
from mean levels of performance. The essence of such a report is
on base rates and variations from the mean. Complaints by conOmers of such reports that the information is "not helpful," is "too
dry,- c'relies too much on statistical analysis," or "doesn't get at
the real problem" may,, in fact be symptomatic of decision makers'
inability to use abstract information. On the other hand, users of
evaluation infdrmation often focus on a single, concrete, often dramatic, example even though the chosen example may not be representativ e of the larger picture. Patton (1978), in his discussion
of the meanings of evaluation data, calls for evaluation reports
which represent something meaningful to the identified information users, including efforts to reduce the mysticism of scientific

J3
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jargon, and to increase the face lidity of measures. Clearly, concrete and NiN id examples which are accurate-representations of the
underlying results are likely to be adeepted and remembere by
decision makers more easil than compilations of statistics. Mel sner

(1976, p. 234), reports the advice of a chief federal analyst that
when
writing two-page summaries of repot*, it is important to
"
sprnkle
them with juicy-(punch lines that will catch the eaders'
i
interest." Such pragmatic advice reflects the fact that not nly
decision makers busy enough not to want to read reports, but they
are also more likely to remember, and 'therefore more likely to
use, N hid information. Another analyst reported tha,t half his time
"was spent as a -rewrite man" trying to translate statistical material
inty a form which would be meaningful to -',he President ansl White
House staff and agency heads. These obsenation's thadersdore the
bias people haNe toward concre,te information and suggest the following proposition:
Proposition 14. Results of eNaluation re;earch are more likely to be

used when vivid, concrete illustrations of the conclusions, de
at.

available.

SUMMARY AND CONCL'USIO

This tikatment of organization-al decision Makers' utilization or
non-utilintion of eNaluation information began with a simplified
model of decision makirig whose purpose was to highlight the
importance and potential invacts of information in the decision
process. I then argued that, in-organizational settings, rather than
following a deciOon-making process which pro6eeds from,t problem
to alternath es to athoice whiCh optimizes, organizational decision

makers hihe strong preferences for certain outcomes and act, in
their informatiOn search and processing, in way scalculated to max-

imize the attainment of desired ends. This view recognizes that
information is only one ciairimodity which may help or hinder goal
attainment. This' N iew also recognizes the fact that slorrie choices,
are unacceptable to certain decision Makers, regardless of the net

benefit tp the Vger collecthe. Knowledge does not necessaril
, ecluate with action.

Gien the political process through which goals and objectives
are negotiated among groups of organizational participants (e.g.,
Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978), Universal agreement on any allocation
of rest11rce s is unlikely This lack of consensus makes the- proc6s
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of organizational deCision making a political one, often characterized by conflict and disagreement. In order to achieve a semblance
of rationality, if only to satisfy constituencies outside the organization, I argued that procedures were established which, though

they give the appearance of comprehensive rationality, may be
more symbolic than real, Within the bounds of this "procedural
rationality" I argued that individual4decision makers were "contextually rational," that is, attempted to m 'p mize goal attainment
given a set ofhituational, organizational, and

dividual Constraints.

Thus, it may be that the requirement for evaluation is a manifestation pf the need for procedural rationality in public management
while-411e actual use of ev aluation information is subject to the con-

textual rationality of relevant decision makers. That some evalua-

tions are conducted as pro forma arrangements with funding
agencies to insure compliance with regulations,, but not intended
for use in decision making, can be interpreted as an example of
this procedural rationality. The fact that other evaluations are 'con-'
ducted to support prey iously made decisions may be an example
of the contextual rationality of decision makers.
Since the decision-making process as illustrated in Figure 1 is

an interactive one, and since the argument is that much of thd
information manipulation stems froth the preferred set of outcomes, it is important to consider how these preferences , are
developed as well as how information is used. I proposed that.two
,-/pnmary sets of constraints were relevant. First, in organizational
settings, decision makers are seldom indifferent about outcomes.
Rather, goals are assigned, for example, profit or cost margins, and

a

control systems established to monitor and sanction responsible
individuals. Power, or the ability to induce other groups or individuals to behave in prescribed ways, becomes an important consideration for goal attainment. The effect of thesesv4nbles on
decision makers is to make both salient and desirable a limited set
of outcomes. These constraints, when cpupled with)otential loss
of personal rewards such as status, promotion, social, approval, and
money, act to commit decision makers to certain outcomes.

I argued that decision makers, once committed, were then
potentially subjecuto biases in both the acquisition and processing

of information for use in decision making. Evidence was cited
which demonstrated that decision makers were ,biased in their
\, search, for information, preferrirl accessible infoltuation which
supported their preferences rather than contrary infO'rmation, even
if such information was of higher quality. Fufther, evidence was
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also mailable which documented how commitment to certain
desired outcomes was associated with the distortion of information

in organizational communication. Hence, it may also be that the
information mailable to unbiased decision makers may, if it ha's
been transmitted through an organizational hierarchy, , already contain inaccuracies or distortions.
The information processing of decision makers was also consid-

ered as a potential sourceof non-utilization of evaluation information. In pursuing desired outcomes, decision makers were often
shown to percene and interpret information selecthely. It has also
been shown that human information processors do not deal well
with dry, statistical data, but prefer more % ivid, concrete exam-

ples, e% en though such information may be inaccurate or misleading. These biases may be importan t since ealuation information
is typically quantitatie and statistica . It was argued thaf the com-

bination of decision makers' selec ive perceptions of supportive
information and general preference for i% id examples biases them
away from the use of etaluation information unless such information is sUpportive.
The joint effects of the situational and individual constraints on
information use by decision makers is outlined in Figure 2. Context variables such as incentive systems, group norms, and orga-

nizational sti-ucture mm act to affect the information which is
available to a decision maker. Context variables, as well as the
manner in which information is:Processed cognithely, may also act
to affect individual preferences for certain t)ipes of information. In
turn, these % ariables may determine how and what information is
used by decision makers.

When ealuation research is considered from the perspective
developed in this chapter, and subject to the constraints presented
in Figure 2, se% eral observations about utilization of evaluation
informatie noteworthy . First, evaluation research, regardless
of the rigor 'With which the study was condueal, is not likely to
be regarded by decision makers as objective, nonpartisan information. Rather, such information will likely be viewed as useful
to some interested parties, threatening to some, and irrelevant to
others. The utilization of such information in decision making will
probably reflect not any objective measure of quality of the research,

but a number of factors inckpendent of the evalication study such
as the degree of consensus or conflict among those involved in the
decision process, the relative power of the participants, pressures
on the primary decision makers, availability of other information,
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Contextual Variables

Organizational Structure
Control and Incentive Systems
RolesiStatus
Group Norms

Information Availability

Individual Information Processing
Perceptual Set
Criteria Used
Processing Style
weighting
preferences
rationality

Quantity
Quality

Form

,

Content
'Saliency
Credibility

Information Used for
Decision Making

Figure 2

Contextual and Individ4 Variables Affecting the Use of Information
by Organizational Decision Makers
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etc. In some eases, indk idual characteristics of the decision maker

may also determine the utilization/non-utilization of paluation
results. When studies are undertaken, not to provide information
for decisions, but as d means of increasing confidence in a position
or for sy mbolic reasons, it is unlikely that any direct impact of the

research will be obsenable. This does not imply that such information is not useful, only that its function is not directly related
to decision making.

Finally, the propositions deNeloped in this chapter are clearly

tentatie and somewhat simplistic and only suggest possible
hypotheses which might be tested empirically Obviously, there
are a large number of influences on the use of ealuation research
which hae been omitted here. Therefore, what is proposed in this
chapter is not a well-articulated theory of utilization of ealuation
decision making. but some tentathe propositions based on pree.
ious research on organizational decision making and information
use.

Future Research

Based on the empirical and theoretical eidence reiewed here,
seeral tentatke recommendations appear warranted. First, as
suggested by Da id (1978), efforts to improve the quality of data
are not likely to affect local use of evaluation. Instead, local eval-

uators might, as suggested in Figure 2, be attentive to understanding the goals and constraints operating on local decision
makers. Rather than presuming that ealuation data are neutral
and decision makers are rational, attempts might be made to present data in kay s in which decision makers are likeb to feel least

threatened. Thew might include strategies to reduce commitments to competing goals, to increase trust by receivers, and to
target data to specific goals.
Ac.tions such as these may improe the utilization of ealuation

information by decision makers. One may question, however,
whether this effort is desirable. As Drk id (1978) discmered, one
oldie primary functions of local ealuation units is to meet external

reporting requirements, not to sene as a guide for program
imprik ement. Other sources of information may be more useful
impnking !mai programs. Perhaps local ealuation units should
be wiling more as a data collection and evaluation center for various interest groups as well as being inoled with assessing student achieement, i.e., more responshe in terms of the provision
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of information than with ealuation per se. Certainly the evidence
reviewed here would suggest that there are many "good" reasons
IN h y interested decision makers might not accept information from
a local ealuation agency. If these evaluation units are to have an
effect on decision making and program reision, more attention
needs to be paid to fhe interested parties' constraints and biases.
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Notes on Zucker's "Role, of
Evaluation Units in Schools"

Introduction

Lynne Zucker is a sociologist at UCLA. In her chapter, she uses

data from the CSE survey of school district evaluation units to
examine the .role that these units play in signaling to external
funding sources that their parent district organization is complying

with regulations and is therefore entitled to continued support.
Before re-analyzing the CSE survey data, Zucker introduces several propositions about how formal structures develop in organizations such as school districts. She contrasts the emergence of
these structures in school districts, which must be responsible to
societal demands, with the emergence of formal structures in other

institutions which are more technically or task-oriented. Her
chapter builds on the conceptualizations of Weick (1976) and
Meyer and Rowan (1977) who have described how the technical
core activities of educational organizations are disconnected from

or only loosely coupled with formal administrative control
structures.
Argument

Zucker posits, in agreement with the authors cited above, that
schools and school districts belong to a class of organizations
regarded as essegal in achieving societal goals. Because of this,
many of their ineernal operating units are initiated and maintained

primarily to respond to external expectations or requirements.
While eNaluation units may sometimes serve the internal operating

needs of the organization, their work is frequently irrelevant or
tangential to the organization's technical tasks.
Zucker notes that societal demands on school districts, in the
form of federal and state laws and regulations, have increased in
recent y ears partly because of the growth of federal and state
fihancial support to local educational agencies. Such financial sup65
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port has been distributed in accordance with categorical program
guidelines and continued in light of evidence about the program's
effectiveness.

To produce that eidence, many school districts hae organized
separate units to do ealuation and testing. Zucker contends that
these ealuation units perform the signaling function alluded to
earlier, that is, they signal to groups or agencies in the environment that the district is in fact complying with legislative or
administrative requirements.
Zucker defends both the legitimacy of the demands made by
federal and state agencies on school districts and the rationality of
school districts in de-coupling the evaluation units, which respond

to those requirements, from other sub-units within the district.
She points out that evaluation units often collect data to tell the
outside world thaf the district is performing adequately. Such
adequate performance is the justification for additional resources
to the district.
This thesis has a niimber of implications for how personnel in
exraluation units may regard instruction and for how teachers and
administrators responsible for instruction may regard exraluation
units. Since evaluation units are structures which fulfill the dis-

trict's need to be externally accountable their staff tend to have
minimal influence oer internal organizational policies. They tend

to emphasize to themselves and to others the ambiguity and
uncertainty inherent in the technicalthat is, instructional
activities of the district. As they self-protectively, and perhaps
accurately, assert their own lack of control and their own uncertainty about causality in the initructional process, they tend to
produce information of little internal use. Therefore, the status and
power of the unit within the central office tends to be minimal.
In re-analyzing the CSE survey data in terms of this framework,
Zucker defined 'ar number of variables related to the characteristics
of the district, the characteristics of the evaluation unit, the external
role of the unit, and the internal role of the unit. In support of her

propositions, she found, for example, that fewer than half of the
units had internal roles in the selection of curricula or program
materials, allocation of funds, facilities planning, collective bargaining, or teacher performance review.
a
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Contribution and Importance

There are many in the ealuation community who may be reluctant to accept thrrole of ealuation units as mere cons ey ors of test
data or ealuation data to outside agencies. HoNkeer, studies such
as those of David ..(1978), Alkin, Daillak, and White (1979), and
Daillak (1981), corroborate Zucker's iew that much ealuation
acti% ity is regvded as "paperwork" by people within the system.
Zucker's anal) sis of the CSE survey data confirmed field work
suggestive of this interpretation.
The implications of these findings, howeer, are not totally negati% e. They make clear the structural dilemma in which ealuation
units are placed. It may be possible for units in some districts to
differentiate their external and internal finctions and intentionally
separate these functions from one another. It may also be that as
regulations and demands for compliance diminish in the coming
y ears because of reconceptualization of federal and state inole-

ment in local educational agencies, the evaluation and testing
capacities deeloped within these units can be turned to productive internal use. Or it may be that districts, once they have satisfied the signaling' function, can turn their attention to sell, ing
internal organizational needs.
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Institutional Structure and
Organizational Processes: The Role of
Evaluation Units in Schools'
Lyrine G. Zucker
University of California, Los Angeles
Historically,, there has been a gradual but distinct trerid toward
the N es ting of more control in the federal and state government.
Localities have not surrendered their autonomy, but have become
increasingly embedded in a multi-tier system, where state and federal control and funding of local organizations has risen substantially in the past twenty years (see Zucker, 1980). While this trend
. is apparent in education, loCal school districts hav e been more successful than most public organizations in retaining their autonomy
(Kirst, 1970; Meyer, 1979).
Schools are crucial to the pursuit of central societal goals, arid
therefore have been subjected to institutional definitions of what
is proper educatiodal procedure and practice. At the federal, state,
and focal level, sciiool performance is monitored, evaluated, and
subjected to ON erall assessments. With the implementation of Title
1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act if 1965, local
school districts were required to evaluate their perforrnance. FurTher pressure for evaluation is rooted in the increasingly heavy
dependence, especially in some states, on other types of extra-local
funding for school districts. These soul-des of funding increase the
legitimacy of external demands for assessment, local district needs
for eNaluation to improv e program performance have largely been

li wish to thank Pamela S. Tolbert for her help on the data analysis. The
following all provided valuable coMments on an earlier draft. John W. Meyer,
Maureen McConaghy, Oscar Grusky, David O'Shea, Charles O'Reilly III, Mary
Ann Mdlsap, and Adrianne Bank. Eva Baker and Adrianne Bank, Center for the
Study of Evaluation, Graduate School of Education, UCLA, provided access to
data on school e luatum mats and administered the contract from the National
Institute of Educ-a on Uhtch supported data collection and analysis. A grant from
n Research, Academic Senate, UCLA, stipported collection of
the
data and necessary research assistance.
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eclipsed by the need for accountaiAlity. to funding Sources. The
'current "rational iew" of schools held by these outside sowces

.6.
4 ses a problem for schools because of the legitimate authority the

ederal and state ealuation requirements ha e mer internal school
practices. "Hyper-rationalization" (Wise, 1977a and b) could be
Ignored were it ndt for the concomitant attempt by each separite
funding body to enforce this iew of educational process.
---,
Conformity to institutional rules can 'be seen as the schools'

raisuri,detre. Many of the processes iri schools im oke compliance

to external definitions of what schools should do; and respon,ding
to external mandates for eidence of such compliance. Especially
as state and federal itinds have increasingly been allocated to local
public schools, these external demands fOf.eidence have become

more well defined and complex. -Carg4: iri response to these
degiands, local public school districts have established evaluation
units. Such units are not-required and are generally not funded
directly by federal or state sources but the requirements for,evaluation data (coupled with grant and special program evaluation
requirements and
y re ting requirements in 'some states)
make it comenie t for school districts.to establish an evaluation
. unit. Ealuation units generally sere .to centralize and sim'plify

data collection and dissemination. It is not surprising that the
rulmber of ealuation units in school districts has literally mushroomed since 1965. About a third of all stool districts with over
5,000 students hae evaluation units. Fully 85 percent of the eval- e
nation units hae Wien esteablished since 1965 and over half since
1970 (Lyon, 1978, Lyon, Doscher; McGranahan, & Williams,
1978).

This chapter deelops a theory which emphasizes the signal
nature orealuation units. Depending on the ilegree to which a
school district exists in all institutionalized environment, theen' ironment serves as a source of support ,(including funds) for it.
As a result, ,the environment (state and federal gOvernment) exer;
cises legitimate control and surveillance over the districes'activi-

ties and performance (for a general aiscussion, see Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978). From this-perspective, the primary function of an
evaluation unit is'to produce signals from the school district to this

external emironment. Hence, most of the information produced
by the evaluation unit is in response to accoutability requirements generated at the federal and state levels. Little of the .information is used, within the organization (school district), though it
may be disseminated within it (see David, 1978, for further sup-
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port of this argument). Further, the eàluatiOn unit generally has
a limited internal function (e.g, does not affect district policies or
other units), with little connection between evaluation unit staff
and instructional staff. In other words, the evaluation unit serk es
to legitimate;what the school district is doing by reporting it (generally in faorable terms) to external sources of funding and control
to which the district is legitimately accountable.
A general theoretical explication of the sources and consequences of institutional organizational environments is de eloped
in the next section. Then the concepts are applied more direbtly
to ealuation units in school districts. Some central hypotheses are
tested using data drawn from CSE's national sun ey of ealuation
units (Lyon, Doscher, McGranahan, & Williams, 1978), combined
with measures of federal and state funding and of control insschool
district organizations.

SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES
OF FORMAL STRUCTURE

'In schools, as in other large-scale organizations, formal organizational structures arise, often not clearly or closely related to the
actal activities 41.14eorganization (cf. Gouldner, 1954). This
formal structure is. fundamentally a blueprint for organizational
acthity. The organization chart, with its listing of major officers,
departments, and programs, details the organization's formally
defined_structure. These elements are linked by rationally defined

connections between activities, impersonally embodied in the
organization's 'explicit goals.

'Much of Modern organization theory has been concerned with
exploring the sources of formal structure in organizations (Scott,
1975). Research thus'far has investigated formal structure which
arises primarily from problems oFcoordination inherent in the core
technology (e.g., Woodward, 1965, Moh41971, Comstock & Scott,
1977; Billings, Klimoski, & Breaugh, 1977). In contrast, the
emerging theory .of institutionalization (Zucker, 1977, Meyer &
Rowan, 1977) has stressed the role of social definition, of "myth,"
in determining.organizational structure. Independent of the core
technology, or "lansely coupled" to it (see Weick, 1976, Meyer

& Rowan, 1977), formal structure created by social definition
se'rke., to legitirnate the organization. The organization incorporates elements of structure, such as evaluation units or affirmative
action officers, which reaffirm orgatpizational conformity to the
externally impOsed definition of what is legitimate.
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This body of work on the sources of structure, whether task
oriented or institutional, has treated the origin of formal structure
cis largely outside of the organization's direct control: the structure
is determined either by the technology or by the institutionalized
environment. It 'is importatiVo note that wider societal definitions
are involved in either case. The application of appropriate tech-

nology is defined in terms of "state-of-the-art," and organizations are expected to adopt innovations defined as advances in
technological dev elopment. Institutionalized 'procedures, certified
professionals, and programs of action inv Olve actual organizational
activity, but at the same time incorporate societal definitions of
proper practices even when conformity conflicts with efficiency
,criteria (Me) er & Rowan, 1977). Regardless, then, of the particular
advantage or disadvantage for the task performance itself, widespread definition of a technology, procedure, or division of departments as rationaLaRd legitimate leads to organizational adoptiOn

For example, early adopters of civil service procedures exhibit
characteristics which indicate their need for more formal personnel

procedures, while cities adopting these procedures later in the
process do not, but rather adopt them simply on the basis of their
.
widespread legitimacy (Tolbert 4 Zucker, 1980).
But the organization itself should be recognized as an important
daterminant of its own location in the wider environment. Organizations, whether technological . or institutional, are not simply
pa.ssive captiv es of their environments. Their role in regulating
env ironmental effects by developing boundary maintenance functions, domain definitions, and other mechanisms of control has
long been recognized in organization theory (see Thompson, 1967).

Most fundamentally, however, organizations seek to construct
their own env ironments, not si5tply manage preexisting environmental constraints (e.g., Pfeffers study of organizational merger,
1972). For example, organizations may define their appropriate
Institutional location (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975). Training institutes
wish to define themselves as educational institutions, thereby
gaining access to societal resources such as tax write-offs and G. I.
Bill funds, although their functions, in fact, parallel personnel
agencies more closely.
The foregoing argument can be summarized as follows:
Propo.sition I. Organizatiorm.seek to define their 9wn location'in the
wider institutional/technological environment.

7o
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Organizations define their location along a continuum, rasiging
from k 1) narrow ly construing their acti% ities as technical and refusing

societal resources e.g., training stipends for workers) which would

broaden the societal releance of their goals, or (2) broadly construing their actiNities as fundamentally societal and' accepting
societal resources which reinforce that view.
This statement differs from earlier work on organizations in a
number of respects. Probably the most important, from an operational point of iew, is that the degree of dependence on societal

resources 45 a crucial step in defining the organization as one
sening societal interests, and tbus existing in an institutionalized
emironment. Hence, public organizations are, a priori, operating
in Institutionalized emironments, though the extent to which
obligations of the organization are normatively defined may vary.

Organizations which are not public, but which deliver services
seen as related to the public good, may also operate in institutionahzed emsonments. Increasingly, all organizations, including
profit-making firms (e.g., Lockheed and Chrysler), are being identified as central to the common good, and hence as deserving of
societal support.-2
A corollary of central importance, since organizations are bound

by history and convention, is:,
Corollary Once an organization:1i type is defined as societal or tech-

nical, other new orgammtions will have to demonstrate that they
are not of that type before redefinition can succeed.

Social definitions of appropriate -proce'dures and practices have,

over time, the force of facts. For example', educational organizabons are firmly. embedded in the institutional environment; it is
unlikely that an educational organization could sucCessfully redefine its ens ironment as technological, and so escape accreditation,
certification, and other institutional requirements (Nleyer & Rowan,
1978),

Consequences of Institutionally Derived Structure

Little 'work has focused on the consequences of formal organizittional structure, .whether derived from technological or institutional environments. Genera14, structure derived from needs of

21

arei gratefid to Llarshall Weyer tior suggesting this interpretahon
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core technology is presumed to have consequences largely internal
to the organization. altered task organization, altered efficiency
(Leifer & Huber, 1977). But structure derived from institutional
requirements is thought to be de-coupled from technical activ ities
and to affect, primarily, sun iv al rates of organizations (Meyer &
Rowan, 1977).

Generally, w le organizations in the more "rational" approach
to structure are s n as interpenetrated by the env ironment, most
of these inroads are ither controlled or buffered to prev ent them
from hay ing any direct influence on internal organizational functioning or, structure (Thonipson, 1967). Typically, organizations are
seen as autonomous, in most senses not directly accountable to
interests located outside the organization. While private and public
organizations are continuously interpenetrated by customers (e.g.,
purchasers of cars) or clients (e.g., students of schools), it has been
noted generally that these groups do not exert much control over
the respective organizations (see Hasenfeld, 1972, on people-processing organizations in general). While in principle such groups
exert control because they must select the product or service, they
frequently operate within limi4ed choice ranges (one must have a
car and, according to the amount which can be spent, may have
a choice between two or three major competitors) or are a "captive
audience" (requirements for school attendance coupled with local
school concepts ensure, at best, a restricted range of choice).

Exterrl Control

The key to understanding the effects of the environment cr,
internal organizational structure appears to be the locus, ext
and legitimacy of external control over internal organizational process. In nornial market env ironments, organizations are iewed as
legitimately autonomous in pursuit of their own goals as defined
by them. In striking contrast to this, organizations in institutional
env ironments are seen as properly accountable to societal interests, and therefore as legitimately controlled by societal agents. To
put it more directly, external administrative and legislative control
is dthught to be desirable in order to ensure that such organizations
N

are, indeed, serving the sociefal interests they were created to
serve or perpetuated
Such external control necessitate's thellevelopment of rules and
procedures, and also rather formal rules for evaluation. As Kaufman
(1960) has pointed out, control without direct supervision (which
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has been termed "long range control") necessitates dexelopment
of elaborate monitoring'and exaluation systems and other control
-chniques, such as professionalization, to maximize "self-regulation." It should be noted that all public organizations can legitimately be held accountable, since they are ostensibly organizea
for the public good. It is not-the case, howexer, that all are actually
so controlled. For example, when screcy is essential (CIA, FBI)
such control is relinquished. Furthr, some control is thought to
be legitimate in prixate industry to the extent that the common
good is potentially inxolxed (e.g.,- -railroads, 'air transportation,
"vital resource" industries such xis coal and steel).
A second proposition can now..be stated:

,

Propo.sition 2 The greater the extent to which an organization exists
in an institutional environment, the greater the degree of legitimate
control and demands for accountability coming from the relevant
environment.

The env ironmental control and demands for accountability are
problematic to the extent that direct surxeillance of organizational

performance cannot be performed. As long as control is local,
direct ex idence can be obtained. But when funding.and control
come from extra-local sources, as in the case of school districts,
accountability becomes more problematic. Effectively, the organization is required to become "self-evaluating" (Wildav sky, 1972),

and to transmit the information obtained to the external sources
of funding and control. A third proposition, then, is:
Proposition 3. If legitimate control and demands for accountability
are extra-local, then organizations will be required to perform evaluation (or, minimally, monitoring) of their own activi,ties.3.

At the same time, however, the support and funding the organization requires may be contingent on the results of the evalua-,
hon. One major consequence of this is the creation of internal
organizational uncertainties and inconsistencies. Loose coupling of
administrative structure from the rest of the organization (and
activities from eacli other) maY, instead of being dysfunctional, be
the most rational strategy for maximizing production of positive
'O'Shea discusses thfferences between evaluation and monitoring elsewhere
in this volume
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eYaluation results. Similarly , subunits responsible for responding
to external demands for accountability will be loosely coupled to
subunits performing other actiy ities. This point will be dey eloped
more fully below.
Formal Structure and Signaling

Much as indis iduals use signals in negotiating the labor market
see Spence, 1974), organizations use signals to provide information to their ens ironments. Organizations des elop tasks, programs
k

and goals, and even subunits to signal their intentions to the
eny ironment (on the latter point, see M. Me) er, 1980). Depending
on the control which the enyironment has oyer the organization,
the organization will proliferate formal structure which produces
signals demonstrating accountability to the relevant ens ironment.
In brief, thus:
Proposition 4 To the extent that the ermironment has legitimate
control oer an organization, the organization will produce structure
which serves a signaling function.

Eyen organizations which are largely autonomous from the
institutional enyironment may , under some conditions, be sufficiently constrained by it to produce structure which sery es a signaling function. A case in point is the widespread existence of antitrust departments in corporations. Howexer, ,organizations more
deeply embedded in the institutional environment (Zucker, 1977)
hake elaborated many aspects of formal structure-thich produce
signals demonstrating accountability eyaluation units in schools,
designed to transmit information concerning the quality and degree
of t:isk focus, and -management information systems" (MIS units)
in local employ ment arid training programs, designed to transmit
evidence of internal competence in processing clients.
Formal structure which sery es signaling functions is, in many

respects, equiNalent to boundary personnel. It represents the
orgammtion to the wider enyironment, .signals its adequate per; formance as a means of generating additional resources, but has
little internal responsibility (see Zucker, 1979).4 Formal structure

4 itS responsibtlity can be Mined as -ensironrriental management, with few
internal responsibilities

L.
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which senes largely boundary tlinctions appears loosely coupled
to the rest of the organizational structure precisely because it is
not directly responsible for, or not focused on, internal task performance. Hence:
Proposition 5. To the extent that components of formal structure are
designed to send signals to the wider institutional en% ironment,
they are loosely coupled to internal organizational performance.

Institutional Structure and Evaluation Criteria:

What, then, of the content of the formal structure .and the
actiNity it generates? First, the content of formal structure created
as a response to non-institutional, technological environments is
primarily internal and task-focused, while that created as a response
to institutional ern ironments is primarily externally focused. Hence,
Proposition 6 Formal structure generated in response to technological contingencies is concerned with internal organizational functioning, while formal structure generated in response to institutional
cuntingencies is focused on external representation of organizational
functioning.

Second, the actual actiities generated by the formal structure
will be different. Organizations operating in institutional environments, as schools do, define their scope of actiity to require being
less and less certain about more and more (emphasizing ambiguity
arid uncertainty), while organizations not so externally accountable
define their scope of actiity to require being more and more ceriain about less and less (emphasizing control and certainty). Schools
(and similar organizations) need to emphasize' the uncertainty/
ambiguity because they dre held externally accountable to different
(and changing) standards of what is institutionally proper. Business
organizations are not held accountable externally to the same
degree and the external standards which db apply are more uniform (e.g., ariti-trust regulations).
Further, the greater the interpenetration of the local organizations by institutional demands and resources, the more ambiguous
and uncertain activities are presented:
Prom 1sition 7 The greater the extent to which an organizAtion exists

in an institutional en% ironment, and the external eNaluation therefore becomes more critical, the more the organiution stresses the
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ambigua) of eNaluation critena in order to make external eNaluation
more problematic.

An important consequence of ambiguous criteria is that the organrzation becomes less able to ealuate its own performance. For
example, before schools were heAily dependent on external (extra-

local) support, alidation, and resources, they presented themsel es as producing rattrer specific training, ealuated on grounds
of efficiency, asschools mmed into a more institutionalized environment, they defined theiriasks as increasingly ambiguous and

uncertain, best ealuated on -r.ounds of certification (see 1,1eyer
& Rowan, 1975;*compare Callahan, 1962 to Tyack, 1974).
Organizations in institutional emironments use the eNaluation
of task performance as a signal, alterable an (j ambiguous, to indi
cate compliance to institutional rules, not to ai ide adjustments in
task organization. Organizations in technological emironments use

ealuation of task performance as an index of how well they are
performing, as clear, unalterable eidence which can be used to
guide adjustments in task organization.5 Characteristics of the task
, itsel(determine the extent to which it can be redefined as an index
or a signal. Teaching, for example, is more ambiguous than automobile assembly (for a general discussion of active and inert tasks,
see Dornbusch & Scott, 1975). Basically, it is asserted that organizations in institutional emironments will attempt to define their

task performance in a different way than organizations not held
accountable to societal interests. Fundamentally:
.
,.

(1) Organizations will act to1 produce and/or apply largely
ambiguous criteria for task performance when societal support and funding depend on evaluation:
(a) They ..will define the environment as more "variable,
increasing the scope of activities and making more aspects

of the environment appear relevant to their tasks (e.g.,
range of pupil characteristics);
5 Spence (1974) assumes that education is a signal, that is, an alterable observable characteristic, while race is an index, that is, an unalterable observable characteristic. However, socioloipsts would argue that education will in most instances

serve as an index ith(,ugh affected by individual choicei the employer in fact
assumes it is fixed at the current level), while race is not uniformly an index, as
the Phenomenon of "passing- clearly illustrates. However, the willingness to
identify and rely on signals or indices is of interest here.
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(b) They will define tasks as more ambiguous and difficult
(e.g., how can "good" teaching be defined, let alone regulated?); and
(c) They will use evaluation information primarily as signals
to the external environment.

(2) Organizations act to reduce, and/or render inapplicable,
institutional rules when evaluation control along with
resources are centered in the local organizational units (or
when resources are controlled by a large and diffuse "public').

(a) They will define the relevant environment to make it
seem more constant by reducing the scope of activities
and range of relevance (e.g., only serve one small segment of the market);
(h) They will define tasks as clear, limiting the scope of the

task (e.g., not to ..produce a -good" product, but one
which meets certain pre-set specifications); and
(c) They will use evaluation information primarily internally

(it may, in fact, be secret or privileged), as indices of
task performance. Finally, the status of the organizational members of units responsible for evaluation will
vary, depending on the degree to which evaluation
serves a signaling function. Thus:
Proposition '3 The greater the signaling function of evaluation, and
hence, the more it is viewed as ambiguous, the lower the internal
status of the members or units responsible for evaluation.

When evaluation simply serves to legitimate an organization,
and is defined as largely ambiguous and of little value to the organizational task performance, then the members or units which produce it'will be given minimal resources and support.
In the next section, the relevance of this general model, for evaluation units,in school districts is established.
THE ROLE OF EVALUATION UNITS
IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS

It is clear that educational organizations do not operate in the
rational technology -oriented fashion that most organizational

theorists have assumed (see especially Meyer, ,1977, Meyer &
Rowan, 1977, 1978). Separate organiAtional subcomponents and
le\ els of authority do not articulate well with one another but,
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instead, operate relatiNely autonomously with little control exercised (Weick, 1976 and Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972, provide
goo0 discussions of these issues). The lack of control over central
task processes has been labeled loose coupling. The primary reason
for the presence of loose coupling in educational institutions appears
to be that they function in enN ironments whicli demand conformity

to institutional rules rather than to technological perfection or
innoNation, with some subunits largely engaged in producing sig-

nals which indicate to the wider environment that the school
is accountable to societal interests. As Meyer (1977, pp. 4-5)
puts it,
.

.

the technical organization faces in toward its technical core and

turns its back on the environment, the institutional organization
turns its back on its technical core in order to concentrate on its
institutional environment . . [the] crucial thing a school needs to
do to surNhe is to conform to institutional rulesincluding community understandingsdefining teacher categories and creden.

tials, pupil selection and definition, proper topics of instruction, and
appropriate facilities.

District-wide evaluation units have appeared, largely as a
response to increased funding and control at the state and federal
level, to handle reporting, monitoring, and evaluation requirements. On a nationwide basis, 85 percent of all evaluation units

appeared following the implementation of federal evaluation
lequirements accompanying Title I in 1965 (David, 1978). In the
CSE survey, , only 3 out of 259 districts (1.2%) reported that they
have, no state or federally funded programs. State or federally
funded programs are eNaluated by the eNaluation unit in over 80
percent of the districts, while in less than,14 percent is this task
delegate(I to other district units or personnel (and in !els than 5%
delegated to outside evaluators solely).
The direct relationship between the resources coming into the

district and control is indicated in the following quote from a
director of a Title I program (David, 1978, p. 13): "This district
will accept all the strings that go with the Federal money." There
is little doubt that the primary function the evaluations serve is to
meet state and federal reporting requirements. As one evaluator
explicitly states, eNaluation is generally associated with accountability,, not with information useful in assessing strengths and weaknesses of programs (David, 1978, p,. 39): "I don't know whether
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the test scores are useful as a basis for making changes in the program because I don't deal with the content of the program.
Before beginning a more extensive analy sis of the data on evaluation units, collected in the CSE suney, the central hypotheses,
and their relationship to the propositions abov e, need to be stated
explicitly. First, as the percent of societal resources increases, the
amount of regulation and control increases (Proposition 2). Second,
as these resources are increasingly extra-local, the organization will
proliferate formal structure (units, positions) responsible for selfevaluation (Proposition 3). Third, as the degree of institutionalization4ndextralloca1control increaAgs, the percent of Wlf-evalpation

Information used externally also increases (the signal nature of
evaluation, from Propositions 4 and 6). Fourth, as the information
is increasingly used externally, the unit/personnel responsible for
evaluation increasingly have minimal influence over internal organizational policies, and have little connection to actual organizational tasks (loose coupling of unit/personnel from Poposition 5).
Fifth, as the degree of extra-local control increases, the ambiguity

of the information is stressed and a narrow range of evaluation
takes place (Proposition 7). Finally, as the ambiguity' and narrowness increase and as the information use is more external, the
status of the unit or personnel responsible for evaluation decreases
(Proposition 8).
0

'THE TEST
Since the analy sis is preliminary at this point, full discussion of
the results awaits additional work with the full data set. For now,
a brief discussion of the CSE sample, the variables created for this
analysis, and a very preliminary presentation of regression results
serve to provide the framework for further study.
The Sample

There are two basic survey samples, as described earlier in the
monograph's Introduction. First there was a postcard survey concerning presence or absence of evaluation units in a nationwide
sample of school districts. Second, a detailed survey instrument
was sent to the heads of evaluation units in all districts having
10,000 pupils, and to a 50 percent sample of districts having 5,000
to 9,999 students. While the 26.3 respondent districts varied widely
on many of the characteristics measured by the survey' instrument,
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there is little information on the characteristics of those districts
which do not have evaluation units, Table 1 exhausts the information available.
Variable Definition

There are several sets of variables crucial to this analysis. First,
organizational characteristics are used largaly as ghen in the original data. (1) The staff and budget of the evaluation unit (EU Staff,
EU Budget), and (2) the Budget and assessed value of the entire

district (Dist. Budget, Dist. Value). Second, the extent of local/
external resources is defined in terms of the percent white (highly
negatively correlated, in turn, with free lunch provision and low
student performance, both also good predictors of the inflow of
federal and state funds). Third, internal role of the evaluation unit
is assessed by a simple summing of the number of school policies
the evaluation unit is said to effect (Table 2 presents these marginals). Fourth, tight coupling is defined in terms of the district
having some general guideline affecting instructional activities.
Fifth, the range of activities the evaluation unit engages in is
defined as a simple sum (EU Act Range).
The largest class of variables created are those which measure
internal/external emphasis in terms of time the evaluation unit
devotes to each and in terms of the use of evaluation information.
Since 'construction of these measures is complex, fuller discussion
is deferred until the analysis is more complete (some of the mea-

sures will be reconstructed to better reflect the underlying variance). Basically, each measure is constructed so as to either weight
the relative use (Test Use. Ext is a ratio of external to internal use

of both criterion- and norm-referenced tests) or sum across a
number of categories of internal/external (e.g., External Use).
Results

Evidence for the Tole of external funding/control in the creation
of evaluation units can be found in the distribution of evaluation
units across states (Lyon, 1978). While in most states roughly a
quarter to a third of the scho61 districts'have evaluation units, in
states which hihe requirements for local evaluation and/or extensive state funding of schools, the percent having evaluation units
is significantly higher (see Table 1). While the size of the district
is important, with larger districts more likely to have both exten-
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sive external funding (especially in metropolitan districts) and evaluation units, the variance across states iswit least as striking. While
most states have no small (5,000 to 9,999 students) districts which
have evaluation units, states with extensive funding or evaluation
requirements typically have evaluation units in a quarter to a third
of their small' districts.

Table 1:,Extent of State Regulation and Funding of Local
Public Schools and Presence of Evaluation Units (N=1321)*
Regulation/Ftinding
High State
Involvement
Moderate State
Involvement
Low State
Involvement

# Districts IF
with EU

Percent

226

45.0

502

136

25.7

529

47

16.2

299

*Universe of 750 districts with enrollments of 10.000 or more, 50% sample of chstncrs
wnh 5,000 to 9,999 students (573) Response rate of 100% for larger districts (n=750), 81%
for smaller districts (n=464) Table total n of 1321 reflects telephone follow up results

Therefore, while all schools exist in an institutional environment
(Meyer & Rowan, 1975), the degree of institutionalization does
vary as a function of the differences in the amount of federal funds
and regulations (depending on size, location, and minority/poor
enrollment) and as a function of state differences in funding and
control over local public schools. As Propositions 4 and 6 above
state, under these conditions, as institutionalization increases evaluation units will be more likely to be established, since they' constitute archetypical examples o -formal structure/ which signals
compliance to external demands fo ccountability.
To the extent that evaluation units.serve as signals of compliance

to external' directives and interests, their role in internal func-

tioniug of the organization is predicted to be minimal, (Prolibsition
5). They are loosely coupled to the rest -0f the organization, but
not by accident (Weick, 1976), they are established to serve as a
boundary unit of the organization, to negotiate a complex institutional environment, not ito guide the internal task performance.
There is, of course, a complex relationship with the extent of federal/state interpenetration of the local school, but as Table 2 demonstrates, it is fair to characterize most evaluation units as having
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minima-1 internal roles. Only in the area of in-service training do
over half of the evaluation units report having an internal organizational role.
AMR

Table 2: Internal Role of Evaluatioirtrinits (11=227)
Activity

Percent

Staff In-service Training
Selection of Curriculum/
Program Materials
Allocation of Funds
Facilities Planning
'Collective Bargaining
Teacher PeriOrmance
Review

66.5
42.3

36.6
33.9
14.59.7

151

96
83
77

33
22

There are frequently differences botween the amount of effort
an evaluation staff may devote to generating information and the

amount of and locus of iB use. For example, evaluation units
devote more of their time to generating information intended for
groups internal to the organization and less of their time to generating 'information intended for external groups (federal orrttate
agencies, parents). However, as predicted (see Proposition \6),
actual use of the information generated is roughly equal externally
and internally, depending on the particular measure.
As external use of the evaluation information increases in importance relative to internal use, the unit becomes increasingly loogely
coupled to the rest of the organization, with organizational char,acteristics becoming less important in predicting bow effectiv_e the
evaluation unit peyieives itself to be in affecting use of its lIbults.
Following Proposition 7, the use of evaluation research becomes

more problematic, both externally and internally. Inconsistent,
ambiguous relations between different measures of use beconie
appluent, and normal measures of performance Of the evaluation
unit, such as the range of activ ities it performs, become decouple,(1,..

from the use of the information the evaluation unit generates.
Table 3 presents the correlation matrix of all variables used, as
well as means and 4andard deviations. The first main results are
presented in Table 4. This table is strongly support,ive of the third
hypothesis stated above. The higher the proportion of local funds,
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Table 3: Correlation Matrix
3

2
1

Resources

2

Inrole
External Use
Itternal.Use

3
4

007

Local./Extern;1

4

x

..

5 EU Time Ext
6 EU Time. Int
7 Test Use Ext
8 EU Eval Fed
9 tU Act Range
10 ''Tight" (;oupting
11

C.onsult Budget

12. EU Staff
13 EU Budget
14 Dist Budget
154 Dist Value
Mean
,

S D.

#

6

7

8

9

10

- 025

11

15

16

12

13

14

-.373

- 335

-.268

110

.171

- - 087

079

- 2.36

266

..,030

160

-.087

177

162

.163

202

- 038
-.115
- 065

084

.053/ -------073**N .068

.066

- 076

.063

.153

- 110

.365
.179

.061

097

138

.028

.086

.102

.053

-.125
.105 - 032

.054

.09133 -.116.

.085

.085

.124

.056

-.210

- 154

-.146

.135

.017

.070

.023

-.101

-.116 -.109

-.061
-.011

.066

.126

.230

x

x

5

4

x
x

x

x

x

1

346
x
x

262
,-,-.055

292
068

4134

x

867

011

.4;205

x

x

.031

.207

.136.4

-.17V

016

045

124

106

.152

.058

-.178

-.032

,x

x

x

x

.018

.021

.038

.030

054

x

x

x

x

x

x

- 138

-.089

.099

- 202

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

066

096

.300

267

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

030

.056

051

142

-.089

X

.111

109

224

.017

.139

x

x

.848
° 3(

.466

.177

.389

.131

-.089
-.052

x

.055

-.021

x

x

x

79.33 282.28
4.77 206.18
9 94 439.72 219.25 242.54
186
236
247
262

1.41

x

C

x

x

X.

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

x

.x
,.

_2 01

5 29

9 65.

9 42

23.23 /

tl 40

*88

70

e.23

6.67

263

a

221

250

256

256

L47

2.03

.75

.82

200

259

;

6 72

1 13

3.08

2.07
263

.74

7 90

245

241

3

018
7....-009---.1'

.60
244
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the less the time spent on ev aluation for external sources and the
less the external use of ev aluation results:. Time spent on internal
evaluation and internal use is also nega.tivel> related, but not as
strikingly The evaluation unit staff is significantly smaller when
.

local funds are a high proportion, though overall budget is not
strongly related Jevaluation unit or district). Finally, as might be
expected, district assessed N al ue is positively related to extent of
local support.

Table 4: Regression" of External and Internal Emp'hasis/Use of
Evaluation Results and Organizational Characteristics on the
Extent of Local/External Resources (R = .21)
Unstandardized
Standardized
Regression
(Standard Regression
Coefficients
Errors)
Coefficients F-ratios
External

1.17

se

.55

Intern Use
"EU Time. Ext
EU Time: Int
EU Staff
EU Budget
Dist. Budget
Dist. Value
(Constant 1.39)

2.13
1.61

.81
.01
.01
.01

.04
.01
.46
.37
.41
.06
.02

(3.63)
(4.62)
(1.46)
(1.42)
(.55)
(.01)
(.05)
(.01)

.14

.10
.01

2.14
1.30
2.20
.09
.01

1.58

Table 5 presents some strong results on he internal role of the.
evaluation unit. As Table 2 above shows, mo t evaluation units play
minimal roles in formulating internal schoo policy, even on issues

direct1y related to the evaluation functio

.

What is striking in

Table 5 is the strong relationship between a erformance measure,
EU Act Range, and internal role. While
as strong, the pattern
of external/internal tiine and use is equally striking. Internal role
is positively related to external use/time but negatively related to
internal use/time, as the second hypOthesis above predicted.. As
might be expected, tight coupling in the district is directly related
to an internal role for the evalbation unit. Finally, organizational
characteristics are not strongly related to the presence of an internal
role.

Table 6 presents less consistent results. Rather than attempt an
ad hoc interpretation at this point, the strong-rejationship between
the amount of evaluation unit time spent for ext-nal purposes and

t
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Table 5: tegression of External and Internal Emplesis/Use of
Evakiation Results and Organizational Characteristics on the
External Use of Evaluati6n Results (R = .32)
Standardized
Unstandardized
(Standard Regession
'Regression
Coe,fficients F-ratios
Errors)
Coefficients

-.01
.00

(00)

-.13

Internal'Use
EU Time: Ext
EU Time. Int
Test Use: Ext

.01

-.05
-.09
.13
.24
.12

Local

EU Act Range
"Tight" Couple
. EU Staff
EU Budget
(Constant 1.82)

(.17)
(.23)
(AM
(.07)
(.22)
(.22)
(.05)
(.17)
(.02)

.14

Extern-al Use

.

.08

.57

-.06

.31
.01

.02

-.24
-.04
.06 ,
.37
.07

-.12
.06

.66
.19
.34

9.48
.53
.33
.08

Table 6: Regression of External and Internal Emphasis/Use of.
Evaluation &milts and Organizational Characteristics on the
External Use of Evaluation Results (R .26)
,
Unstandardized
ession
cients

Internal Use
EU Time: Ext
EU Time: Int
Test .0 se: Ext
EU Eval Fed
EU Act Range
Local/Ext Res.
"Tight" Couple
Consult Budget
EU Staff
EU Budget
(Constant 1.37)

39
.05
.01
. 20
18

.01

.00 .

-.08
.01

-.01*
.00

Standardized
(Standard Regression,
Errors) Coefficients
(.15)
(.05)

:30

7.10
1.39/

.07

.04
1,91

.36 -

(..04)

-.15
-.18

(.14)
(.12)
(.05)
(.062
(.11) 4
(.01)
(.02)
(.00)

F-ratios

.02
.02'

-.08
.09

-.10
.20

2.29
.03
.55
.64

.16,
..86

the external use of evaluation results provides some independent
validation of the variables created. However, the strong negative
relationship between the internal evaluation unit's evaluation of
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fderakprograms (not outside consultants of other school units) and
external use is problematic. Further investigation of the external

us*measure seems appropriate, een though this table presents
results which are largely supportiNe of the argument made here.
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Notes on Grusky's "Role Conflict
and Ambiguity in Evaluation"
)

..

Introduction

It has long beeii recognized that emironmental factors affect
organizational functioning, but within the past decade organizational researchers hae rapidly increased their understanding of
the elements and dynamics of this process. In his chapter, Oscar
Grusky, professor of sociology at UCLA, notes that "theorists in
the fields of contingency, resource dependence, ecology, political
economy, and open systems .
all emphasize in one form or
another the impact of the environment on the focal organization."
.

.

He cites Hall's Organizations. Structure sand Process (1977), Pfeffer
and Salancik's The External Control of Organizations (1978), Ald-

rich's Organizations and Environments (1979, ) Zald's Power in
Organizations (1969), and Katz and Kahn's Social Psychology of
Organizations (1966) as examples. Before presenting his re-analysis
of the data collected in CSE's survey of school district evaluation
units, Grusky discusses role conflict and role ambiguity as aspects
of organizational functioning.
Argument

Griisky'sinterest is in both the school district as a parent organization and in the ealuation unit as a sub-organization within the
district. He is particularly concerned about the effects of theparent
organization and of the sub-organization on indiidual role conflict

and role ambiguity as perceived by the directors of evaluation
units.
I

He characterizes school district evaluation units as, typically,
new within their parent organizations and possessing limited
resources. He describes the parent organizations' demands on
these units for information as being somewhat beyond the units'
capacity for adequate response. He notes_ that the unit directors'
roles can be characterized as boundary-spanning, that is, cutting
91
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across internal lines of demarcation. Since research on "boundary
spanners" in other organizational settings provides reasons to expect
that such indiNiduals will experience both role conflict and role
ambiguity ,-,Grusky uses the CSE survey data to explore the effect
of district and eNaluation unit context on these two dimensions.
Grusky defines "role conflict," following Rizzo, House, and
Lirtzman (1970), as occurring when the occupant of a position
encounters inconsistent demands and expectations from his or her
environment. Grusky adapted six items from a Rizzo, House, and
Lartzman measure and had them included in the CSE survey. He
foLind that on three items, more than .half of the evaluation unit
directors selected the high role conflict responses agreeing that
"I have receiNed assignments without the manpower to complete
them", "I have to do things that should be done differently"; and
"I receive assignments without adequate resources to execute
them,"
Grusky defines "role ambiguity," following Rizzo, House, and
Lartzman (1970), as occurring when the occupant of a position lacks

appropriate role-related information as to duties, activity, and
allocation of time and goals. Most unit directors ansviiered survey
items related to this issue in ways to suggest that they felt little

role ambiguity.
Grusky suggests that negative correlation between role conflict

and ambiguity may be due to the amount of work done by the
the less uncerevaluation units: "The harder one must work .
one's
job."
tain one is (or has time to be) about

Grusky's analysis of the survey data shows that there is consid-

erable variation in expressed role. conflict and role ambiguity
among evaluation directors. He explains these variations in terms

of three aspects of the district context and three aspects of the evaluation unies context. For the district, he looks at the variables of
formalization, size, and heterogeneity. 'For the evaluation units the
variables are histon-:---the length of 6me the unit had existed, the
percent of district funds allocated to the unit, and the number of

staff in the unit, He finds that the three district variablessize,
formalization, and heterogeneitywere significantly correlated
with both ambiguity and conflict for individuals. For instance, the
larger the district, the greater the individual's perception of role

conflict. Grusky suggests that size may be related to organizational
differentiation which in turn leads to lack of consensus and, thereford, role conflict. For the unit variables he finds a slight negative
correlation between history and Abiguity, that is, the longer the
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unit had been in existence,.the less ambiguity was experienced by
the director. Grusky finds no significant relationship between the
unit variables and role conflict.
In his re-analysis of the CSE data, Grusky is also interested in
the extent to which a relationship existed between perceptions of
role conflict and ambiguity among unit directors and those who
were reported as users of evaluation unit data. When the evaluation director reported both superintendents and principals as data
users, he or she also reported experiencing little role conflict. This
may indicate that these evaluation directors saw thernsekes as performing the jobs expected of them by the clients most important
to them. However, when the evaluation head reported a wide
rang'e of consistent users, he or she also reported some role
ambiguity The ambiguity may ,have resulted from the diversity of

clients, served or froth the skepticism of some of these c

ts

toward data from evaluation and testing.
Contribution and Importance

The position of director of an evaluation unit is not an easy one.4
Such indiv iduals appear to experience high levels ofirole conflict.
Grusky interprets the concomitant finding that they also experience low levels of role ambiguity as meaning that they have little
power within the district.
Grusky 's chapter points up important although hitherto largely
neglected areas of inquiry for the researcher interested in evalu-

ation utilization. The peripheral position of the evaluation unit
within the parent organization, as well as the inconsistent demands
and expectations placed on the directors of such units, suggest that
es aluative activ ities, ho matter what their intrinsic merit or worth,
ma> often be ineffectual. If school districts, in fact, wish to increase

the use of testing and evaluation data internally, then they must
become aware of the intra-organizational dynamics contributing to
role conflict and, role ambiguity Although some factors, such as
size and heterogeneity of district, may not be directly controllable
by district management, others, such as resources or clear specification of evaluation unit clientele, may be.
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Role Conflict andvAmbiguity Among
School District Evaluation Unit Heads1
Os'a'ar Grusky

University of California, Los Angeles
This chapter seeks to explain variation in conflict and ambiguity
among the national sample of directors of school district research
and evaluation units which formed the basis of CSE's study of these
units (Lyon, Doscher, McGranahgn, & Williams, 1978). The
chapter argues that variation in evaluation unit directors' role conflict and ambiguity is a function of school district and evaluation
unit characteristics since both sets of organizational features influence the social context within which the &rector functions.
School district research and evaluation tinit heads face complex
adininistrative problems. Their organizati4ns are, typically, both
new and small (Lyon, Doscher, McGranah
& Williams, 1978).

The resources they have available, in part &cause of the unit's
newness and size (which makes competition with other units difficult), are scarce. At the same time, the demands placed upon

them by powerful persons and organizations in their school district
and elsewhere are extensive and growing. Federal, state, county,
and other units increasingly require information from school districts concerning the effectiveness of program functioning in specified areas.2 Moreover, since the field of evaluation research itself
is somewhat Tecent, unit directors: background and training are
frequently in other areas. This combinationinadequate resources,
increasing service demand, and minimal job training7prov ides all
the ingredients necessary for deep-seated role conflict and
ambiguity.

' I am gratieful for the assistance of Catherine Lyon and for the support, financial and otherwise, of the CSE staff, particularly Eva Baker and Adrianne Bank
This proyect vOas also partially supported by NMI! (MN-I4583). I am most
appreciati% e of the research assistance of Pamela Tolbert and the typing of Andrea
AniAlone John Meyer and Mary Ann Mdlsap provided many helpful comments
on the manuscript
2 For example, Stuffiebearn, et al (1971) write. "As a response to outside pifssures, many school districts hal,c installed or are now installing evaluation units"
(p. 268, emphasis added).
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Increasingly,, organizational theorists are recognizing the significance of environmental factors on organizations. Perrow (1979) has
referred to this emphasis as a "new wave-gathering force." Theor-

ists in the fields of contingency, resource dependence, ecology,
political economy, and open systems (Hall, 1977; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978, Aldrich, 1979; Zald, 1969; Katz & Kahn, 1966) all
emphasize in one form or another the impact of the environment
on the focal organization. This emphasis is particularly important

\

to the understanding of leader behavior in newly-created boundaryspanning organizations..(Aldrich & Herker, 1977) such as research
and evaluation units. The research evidence suggests that boundaryspanners experience high levels of role conflict (Organ, 1971, 1976;
Organ & Green, 1972; Adams, 1976; Miles, 1976). The evidence
is less conclusive regarding the relationship between boundaryspanning and role ambiguity. The mot systematic study of ambiguity is that of March and Olsen (1976). March and his colleague
not wily view ambiguity as closely linked to the choice process but,

in addition, assert that it is endemic to public and educational

organizations (Cohen & March, 1974). In a recent review of role
conflict research Whetten (1978) observed that ". . . what is significant about the literature on boundary spanning is the noticeable
lack of interest in systematically exploring the sources of role conflict." With the exception of the March and Olsen study, the same
.
could be said about research on role ambiguity.3
APPROACH AND. HYPOTHESES

Although role conflict and ambiguity are related (see Kahn et
al., 1964), they are not identical.'Conflict arises from the quality
and quantity of demands placed on persons while ambiguity refers
simply to perceived uncertainty. The relationship between these
variables is largely unexplored. March and Olsen (1976) claim that
"individuals find themselves in a more complex, less- stable, and
less understood world than that described by standard theories of
organizational choibe; they are placed in a world over which they
often-have only modest control' (p. 21). Ambiguity in educational
3 M arch and Olsen (1976) refer to four types of ambiguity the ambiguity of
attention, ambiguity of understanding, ambiguity of history,land the ambiguity
of organization The ambiguity measure we used doesn't begin to do justice to
the richness of this typology
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organizations, especially among leaders in this type of social system,
is the name of the game. As for role conflict, the pioneer empirical
study of the phenomenon by Gross, Mason, and McEachern (1958)

was of school .principals. Given the newness and instability of
school esaluation units both role conflict and ambiguity shoulcf be
extant in our sample.

Contrary to the standard portrait of schools as unsuccessful
organizations, Meyer (1977) pictures them as highly successful
because they has e sun ised and es en substantially expanded their
resource base. The basis for their success is their conformity to
society's institutionalized rules and the fact that they have become

"relatisely decoupled from the technical work of instruction:
Unlike business firms which carefully control their technical structures, schools lease their instructional tasks relatisely unesaluated

and uncontrolled. Since esaluation units may be techni*ally
responsible both for stbdent testing and-4g reviewing instruCtional
programs, we might expect that esaluation unit directors face far

more conflict and ambiguity than their counterparts in business
firms. Their work has actual or potential relevance for the school's
most fundamental tasks.

Our approach emphasizes the preeminent effect of context or
structure on the organizational subunit and thence on role conflict
and ainbiguity . Three school district sariables influence the context within which esaluation units function. formalization, size\ and
heterogeneity. Each of the sariables affects the extent of intAest
group pressures likely to be experienced by the unit director.
"Formalization" refers to rules, its opposite is anomie. The more
reiulated the district organization the greater the unit's administratise control oser uncertainty. . The more formalized the organi-.
,zation, the more protected the unit heafl feels (Gouldner, 1954,
Miles & Perreault, 1976) and the less likely he or she experiences
role conflict. Both district size and heterogeneity influence diversity of interest groups in the district.
Kahn et al. (1964) note that persons in positions that link units
are more likely to be subjected to conflicting requirements and
pressures because they interact with persons who Lase competing
goals and standards. Howeer, formalization should relies e some
of this conflict insofar a:4'. rules closely specify task and goal respon-

sibilities. A district's size and heterogeneity' affect its political
capabilities and its ability tp capture resources- from the society. .
While, on oneShand, large size and heterogeneity demand respect

and hence enable districts to command greater amounts of
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resources, on the other hand, they imply more competing interest
groups, the greater the diersity of interest groups in a school ilistrict, the more likely there Ngill be conflict among them. Hypothetically, Interest group conflict in the school district should lead
to role conflict and ambiguity among e% aluation unit heads.
The unit %ariables of concern are history and resource availability.. Pfeffer and Salancik 1978) suggest that survial is the ultimate test of organizationaLeffectieness and history is inextricably
linked to,that concept. In the present study,, history was measured
by length of time the -unit has existed, resource aailability was
measured specifically by budget and number of staff personnel.
History and unit resources are substantially determined by decisions external to the focal unit. Pfeffer also proposed that persons
ha% e less effect on organizations than does the institutional context

because selection processes ensure homogeneity among leaders.
Leaders are seen as ha% ing little discretion, anyway, since the
major impact on outcomes stems from resource a% ailability and,
in school (ltstricts in particular, this is generally outside the unit
head s umtrol (Leiberson & O'Connor, 1972). Since a unit director s
uncertainty malnly re% ol% es around resources, we might lilt% e

anticipated that unit % ariables would hme a .greater impact on
ambiguity than on conflict.
Conflict

"Roles" are generally defined as sets of expectations about
helm% ior associated with organizational positions. Role conflict

takes place when the occupant of a position encounters inconsistent demands and expectations. Four types of role conflict ha% e
been identified by Rizzo, House, and Lirtzknan (1970):
Conflict between the focal pepon's internal standards or values
and the defined role behavior . . . 2.. Conflict bgtween the time,
resources, or capabilities of the- focal person and slefined role
1

..3. Conflict between several roles for the same person
behaior
which require different incompatible behaviors . . 4. Conflicting
expectations and organizational demands in the form of incompatible policies, conflicting requests from others, and incompatible
.

.

standards of evaluation.

Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman de% eloped the factorially identifiable
and Independent measures of role conflict and ambiguity that we
adapted for use in the present ifroject. Six items with the highest
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factor loadings NNere selected from their larger set. The items,
listed NNi t h percent agreement in our sample, vv ere as follows (see

the monograph Introduction for a description of the sample
sel(ction).

/

s7

% Agree or
Strongly Agree

Items

t

I receive assignments without the manpower
to complete them
I work under incompatible policies and
guidelines.
I have to buck a rule or policy in ord

65
21

20

carry out an assign me n t.

I receive assignments without adequate
resources and materials to execute them.
I have to do things that should be done
differently.
I receive incompatible requests from two or
more people

51

53

' 27

,.

,.

It should, be noted that over 50 percent of the respondents in
our study selected ,the high role conflict response in three of the
six item4,--Two of these three vv ere concerned vvith inadequate
resources.
Ambiguity

"Hole ambiguity" refers to the situation that takes place when
the occupant of a position lacks the.appropriate role-related infor-

mation. This occurs when the position is not clearly defined or
vv hen access to needed information is impeded (for example,
because of the occupant's inexperience or because of the newness
of the position in the organitation). Specifically then, ambiguity

refers to the degree of felt certainty regarding one's duties,
authority, allocation of time, ana goals. To measure ambiguity the
five items vvith the highest factor loadings were selected from the
Rizzo,- House, and Lirtianan Set. The items, listed with percent
agreement in our sample, were as follows:

.
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Items 4ir

% Disagree or
Strongly Disagree
18

I feel certain about hoW much authority 1
have.

12

I have clear, planned goals and objectives for
my job.

30

I know that I have divided my time properly.
I know what my responsibilities are.
I know exactly wthat is expected of me
It

10

20

is apparent from th6 above that role ambiguity was less

.

common arnong.directors than was conflict. A large proportion of
the sample reported little 'ambiguity. Although we lacked cornparatneklata, these findings would seem to contradict March and
Olsen's claim regarding the pervasiveness of ambiguity. Consistent----i'
with Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman, we found a significant negative
correlation between role conflict and ambiguity. (r= .19, p<.001.
See,Table 1.) It may be that conflict produces expectational clarity.
That is, the harder one flutist work and the more corners that must
be cut get the work done, the less uncertain one is (or has time

to 11ibout one's job.

The evaluation unit heads were, txpically, highly experienced

and professionally trained inch% iduals. Sixty-five percent held the
doctorate, most usually in administration, elementaq or secondary
education, statistics, or educational or general psychology. Almost
three out of ten had been school principals and Os er half had once,
been elementary or secondary school teachers. Very few (14.4%)
bad had any formal course work in es aluation. No significant relationship was found between taking such courses and role conflict
or ambiguity.
One important function of school district evaluation and resealth
units is to provide information of value to school administrators.
Most of these units report directly to the superintendent or through
one intermediary. The job int,olv es monitoring school programs
indirectly and emphasizes testing student achievement.
School District Variables

4

Three variables were used. 'formalization, size, and heterogeneity . Hage and Aiken (1970) and Hall (1977) define formalization
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as the rules and procedures org.:1-1 z.ations establish to handle contingencies. All unit heads were asked to report the extent to which
there were written school board policies in six areas. student conduct in classrooms, introduction of instructional inno% ations, type

of curricular tnaterial to be used, student conduct on, school
grounds, instructional methods teachers use, and criteria used in
e% aluating student learnidg. This was consistent with Pugh et al.'s
1968) definition .of formalizatiOn as "the extent to which rules,
procedures, instructions", and communications are written." A
-factor anal> sis of the scale resulted in one factor (unnamed) that
explained :39 percent of the. %ariance of the items. Aerage itemitem correlation was .26. Cronbach's (1951) Alpha was' .68, indicating replicability and reliability.4
School districts, were classified by size into,four groups. metropolitan districts (enrollment, 45,000 or more), large districts
ken rol 1 rnen t, 25,000-44,999), medium districts (enrollment, 10,000
24,999), and small districts,(enrollment, 5,000-9,999). Existence
k

of an evaluation 'unit was positi% ely related to size. (Districts under

5,000 students were excluded from the Study.)

"Heterogeneity" referred mainly to the ethnic-racial student
mix la the district. The measure selected was percent of students
eligthle for the nationwide free-lunch program. As Table 1 shOwis,
this measure correlated significantly with percent White, percent

Black, percent Hispanic, and percent students scoring in the
Bottom quartile.

Table 1. Correlations Among Indicators of District
Heterogeneity
-Le

Bottom

Percent White
Percent Black
Percent Hispanic
Bottom Quartile
Students

Percent

Percent

Black

Hispanic

Quartile
Students

Percent
Free Lunch

.47**

.63**

.76**

77**

.

,27**

p .05
**p < 001-

Te'sts of significance are two-tailed

4The correlation matrix a d facto'r loadings ma) be obtained from the author
upon request
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Blau (1977)ç1efines heteroge eity as "the'distribution of a population among groups in terms o nominal parameter" (p. 9). He
lists .thirtecn nominal parameters. sex, race, religion, ethnic affiliation, clan, occupation, place of work, place of residence, industry,
marital tatus, political affiliation, national origin, and language.

The greater the number of groups and the more evenly a population is divided among them, the greater the.heterogenoity. The
free-lunch-prograin is based on willingness to participate. Using
this measure as a heterogeneity index probably maXimized the
ethnic-racial mix as well as the mix on marital status, national
origin, and language. On the other hand, it may well be associated
.

with economic homogeneity. Unfortunately, data were unavailable
to ascertain'the association of the index with each of these Irariables.
.

Evaluation Unit Variables

"History" referred to the length tlf time the uhit was in existence. As anticipated, most were new organizations. Cher onethird (35%) were five years old or less while 62 percent were ten
years old or under. Only about one-seventh of the unies (14%) had
been in existence fifteen years or longer.
Two indexes of resources were used. Monetary resources I;vere
wsured by the unit's allocated percentage of the school district's

yearly' budget. in general, the larger the unit's percent of the
budget the greater the amount of slack resources (defined by Cy ert
& March, 1963, as the difference between existing resources and
activated demands.). Personnel reso rces were determined by the
number of full-time staff in the uni In 23 units only part-time staff
were employed, in 108 there was ly one full-time employee', and

81 units ranged in size from two o five full-time persons. The
largest unit reported 90 staff membe s. It may be assumed that the

larger the staff the greater the pers nnel resources and the morta
slack.

In Table 2 the means, standard deviations, N's, and intercorrelations are presented for the principal variables used in the
study. The findings show that the three district variablessize,
formalization, and heterogeneitywere significantly related both
to ambiguity and conflict, while the unit variableshistory, budget,
and staffcorrelated with ambiguity but not conflict.
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Table 2. Me4ns, Standard DeN iations, N's, and Correlations of Dependent and Independent Variables
Standard -3Variable
Conflict
Ambiguity
History
Et/ Budget
Staff

District

Mean

Deviation

263`

2.23

69

263

2.96

47

242

68.33

10 36

42,68

262

33.83
4 77

263

2 51

99

263

1 95

.42

225

24.74

19 79

AmbiguitY

_

Histoi-y
004

District

District

Formalization

Heterogeneity

EU Budget

EU Staff

03

07.

1624**

16**

03

10**

16**

01

12**
13**
08*

007

04'

06

'07* ,
16**

9.94

10**

31...

District Size

44***

.08*
a

03

.33...

.002

Size

District

_

Formalization

District
Heterogeneity

*p < ,10

**

< .05

***

< .001

Tests of significance are 2-tailed
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For the ealuaion unit ariables, a slight negative correlation
was found between history and ambiguity The longer the unit had
been in existence, the less ambiguity was experienced by the
director. A modest relationship was found between the two resource
, which not
indexes and ambiguity: Budget and staff
surprisingly were positi% ely correlated with one another, generate

increased demands on the director. In March.and Olsen's (1976)
terms, slack pro% ides solutions for problems and sufficient participants for each and e% ery choice. The greater the umount of slack

resources, the more problems for the director and hence the
greater his/her uncertainty as to how to resolve them.
No significant relationships wqre found between the three unit
ariables.and role conflict. Two opposing hypotheses were oossible. that new units would produce more role conflict than old
ones in that the former, being less institutidhalized, woulet be less
able'to reconcile incompatible demands and pressures; or, alternab% ely, that old units wbuld experiencegreater role conflict since
they had hari more time to become known, wpuld thereby generate more demands from external units and, hence, experience

greater pressures than new hnits. Howeer, neither history nor
slack engendered inconsistent demands ands expectations for the
director. It might ha% e been anticipated that slack would increase
the director's role .conflict since demands increase when more

resources are aailable, that insofar as these demands outrun,
resources, conflict res,ults. This model suggests that the relationship between slaek and conflict is curvilinear.
The In% ariate relationships between school district characteristics and the dependent %ariables were, with one exception, .statistically significant. District size was related to role conflict but not
to ambiguity. Kahn et al. (1964) also found a significant correlation'
between size and role conflict. Size has been related to structural
elaboration (Meyer, 1972) and to ;ubgoal development (Dearborn
(Sr Simon, 1958), both of which are indexes of difftrentiation. Differentiation creates a lack of consensus which generates role conflict for the administrator.
Formalization was -negati% ely related to role conflict which may

mean that rules act as intended in regulating expectations and
enhancing consensus. Howe% er, formalization was positi% ely related

to ambiguity. That is, fhe more rules, the greater the director's
uncertainty ob% iously not the intendedfunction of rules. It may
be tlelarge numbers'of rules mild policies are so cuinbersome and
comple,x that they induce uncertainty among heads of units.

1
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Heterogeneity was the final, context yariable. Not surprisingly,
it was signficantly correlated with district size. This was reassuring
since large metropolitan districts should be the most diyers9 and,
small ones least diyerse. Heterogeneity was positi.vely related to
role conflict., This finding supports Thompson's (1960) theory which

asserted that heterogeneity of organization members generates
role diversity which, in turn, causes organizational conflict. Organizations with heterogeneous populations deelop numerous "latent
roles" which present complex management problems. The same

finling would be predicted by political economy and resource'
dependence theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978, Zald, 1969): the
greater the heterogeneity of the distrkt, themore diverse and
extensive are coMpeting groups. The more there are of such
groups, all seeking to assert their interests, the more conflict
experienced by the unit head. His or her task is complicated under
such circumstances as he or she, seeks to reconcile demands for
information from teachers, community groups, parents, program
(,directors, the school board, principals, administrators and, in the
case of desegration, the courts. Heterogeneity was also positiely
correlated with ambiguity One explanation is that heterogerieity
leads to increased needs for information input and for distribution
of output,. The greater the number of suet', demands the less certain

the director is regarding duties, authority, time allocation, and
objectives; hence, the greater the felt ambiguity.'
The regression analy ses were designed to tell us how much of
the ariancv in conflict and ambiguity the complete set orindependent ariables explained. The regression equation used took
the following basic form. Conflict = a +13, (School' District Variables) + b2 (Unit Variables) + Ambiguity + Error.
The independent ariables were regressed in stepwise fashion,
first on conflict and then on ambiguity. The district variables were
entered first since presumably they were less controllable by the
directors than were the unit ariables. Table's 3 and 4 present the
main finflings: The multiple R for the equations ranged frorn .18
to .35 indititing that the independent ariables accounted for only

about 3 ,Orcent .to 12 percent of the variance in conflict and
ambiguity Obviously, this was not a great deal. The more conservative adjusted R2 mdasures, which consider the number of
variables in the equation, reduced this amount further.
To summarize this section and the results thus far, we anticipated that a selected set of school district ariables and ealuation
unit t!ariables SA, ould explain role conflict and ambiguity among unit
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Table 3. Regression of School District and Evaluation Unit
Variables on Role Ambiguity
Unstandardized
Regression
Coefficient

Independent
Variable
Heterogeneity

.

:306

Size

-.233

Formalizatidn
History

-.308

.158

EU Budget
EU Staff

.155
.454

Conflict ,
(Constant)

-.128

o

Standard
'

. Error
.001

038
.078
.003
.0008
.003
.048

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient
.132

-.051
.144

-.065
.146
.105

-.192

3.067
.350

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square

.122
.088

Table 4. Regression of School District and Evaluation Unit
Variables on Role Conflict
Unstandardized
Regression
Coefficient

Independent
Variable
Heterogeneity

.366
.138

Size

Formalization
History
EU Budget
EU Staff
Ambiguity
(Constant)
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square

Standard

Error

.948

.002
.057
.120
.005
.001
.005

-.293

.111

-.148
.143
.161

2.888
.337
.113
.078

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient
.105
.200

-.090
.020
.0001
.014

-.194

...

directors. In fact, we were able to explain only a small portion of
the variance. We turned, next, to the problem of organizational
influences on the use of evaluation information. The main question
we sought to answer here was. Is there a relationship between the
reported users of evaluation data and role conflict and ambiguity
among unit heads?
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Conflict, Ambiguity, and Use of Evaluation Data

Lyon, Doscher, MeGranahan, and Williams (1978) provide
extensiv e information from the CSE stud> on what ev aluation unit
heads do. They found that 95 percent of the unit directors ranked

assessing student achie. ement :as one of their most time-consuming activ ities. Seventy -four percent ranked it as the most time-

consuming. Seventy -fiv e percent of the directors claimed that
testing was the major data collection method. Moreov er, most unit

heads reported that almost half their timb, 46 percent, was,spent
on early childhood and elementary education. The authors of the
CSE report concluded that ". . . the survey and fieldwork confirm
tke continuing doMinance of testing in all activities of ev aluation
. . ." (1978, p. 100).
Day id's (1978) intensive field study of school district use of Title I

offices

ev aluations found that they ". . do not primarily serve either as
a means of judging the program or as a guide to program improvement" (p. v). This was so for three reasons. (1) Most programs were
stable, only minor changes took place anyway. (2) Typically, e al.

uation results were received too late to be useful, and (3) Other
factors, such as political demands, played a ke3, role in program
change. If these findings hold up when replicated then we must
assume that these units mainh, meet reporting requirements and
do not play a significant part in program change. This may be
because there isn't a great deal of progam change other than that
which comes about as a result of externally -imposed legislation.
Respondents in the CSE study were asked to identify the major
users of their units' reports. It was found that the consistent users
were program directors (62%), superintendents (60%), central
office staff (58%), and prineipals (52%). Only one-third reported
teachers as consistent users. This was about the same percentage
reporting federal and state agencies as users. It was evident that
the units mainly serve the school administration.
As Table 5 demonstrates, role conflict was negatively correWed

with service use by superintendents and/or principals, that is,
those who did not report these parties as consistent 'users were
most likely to experience high conflict. This suggests that the
-closer the service ties between the evaluation unit head and the
school superintendent and/or principals, the less conflict was
experienced. In other words, the way unit keads reduced stress
was by accommodating to those who have administrative authority
or influence'.
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Table 5. District Use of Evaluation Unit Data atid Role
Conflict and Ambiguity
Reported Consistent User
Superintendent
Principals
Board members
Parents or local citizen groups
Teachers
Central office st'aff

Federal agencies
State agencies
Program Director

Role Conflict

Role Ambiguity

.20 (p=.02)
.18 (p=.03)

19'4)=.02)
.12 4)=.10)
(p=.001)

.21 (p=:007)
45 (1)=.04)

.10 (p=.003)
d_

.13 (p=.07)

A different, pattern was fdund for ambiguity. Unit heads with
high ambiguity were more.likely to report superintendent;', 'principals, program directors, board members, and federal agencies as
consistent, users of their services and less likely to report teachers
and central office personnel as users. It appears that the greater
the range of perceived use of ealuation services, the more the felt
ambiguity. Any type of administrative contact can generake uncertainty, but contact with those highly placed in the organization
(such as superintendents, principals, board members) was associ-

ated with high ambiguity while contact with lower leel roles
(teachers, central office staff) was associated with low ambiguity
Ambiguity occurs when shared role specifications are incom-

plete-7the officeholder is unsure of what is desired or how to
behave. Unit directors felt most uncertain when consistent users
were principals, superintendents, board members, program director's, and federal agencies. Perhaps this was because these,officials
nut only have organizational clout, but also hae little confidence
in the test data the evaluation units produce. Their profound lacli
of confidence in'the units' major product was described and analyzed by David (1978) who quoted several officials' telling criti:
cisms of standardized test results:5
How can you ev,aluate when kids are starting at different Places and
developing at different rates? Means don't mean anything. (Director)

5011eilly amplifies these kinds of criticisms elsewhere in this monograph.
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Individual diagnostic tools provide the basis for my judgment of
(Principal)
program success, not the standardized tests.
If the standardized test scores are negative, it's okay because
eVeryone buys the argument that they can be discredited.
(Administrator)

David (1978) also reported that teachers were critical of testing.
However, unit heads' ambiguity was low when teachers were con-

sistent users, probably because they were less threatened by
teacher criticisms. Being held in low regard by their superiors
understandably carried more weight.
CONCLUSIONS

e.

Juvenal wrote in his Satires, "But who is to guard the guardians

themselves?" while Plato, much less the realist, stated in the
Republic, "What an absurd ideaa guardian to need a guardian."
Evaluation is a booming enterprise and evaluation units in school
districts are to be found in many districts of-substantial size. These
units are conceived by some to be public guardians, data collectors, and assessors.
This chapter argues that the social resource chafacteristics of the

school districtthat is, the external context within which evaluation units function, and the organization of the unit itselfare
key sources of information about them and particularly about the
amount of conflict and ambiguity confrobted by the directors. Contrary to expectations, school district and evaluation unit variables
did not explain much of the variance in the directors' role conflict
and ambiguity.. However, our findings do suggest that evaluation
unit heads fill a very difficult position in the school district and that

a key source of their difficulties is that iheir main output is not
-highly regarded by their superiors:is Still'another problem stems
from thefact that they have limited contact with the programs they

evaluate. These two problem's are related because if they had
better contact with major school programs hey would have access
to information which could enhance their organizational position

and power and improv e the .quality of their contribution. The
directors' overall level of role conflict was high while their level
of role ambiguity was' low. Since power and ambiguity are highly
correlated, this latter finding reflects their low power. It may be
that the tasks of the dh:ectors are too well established and not
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ambiguous enough. If ealuation units are 'to make a difference in
school district innoation and functioning, they must inole therfisehes closely in classroom actiities and related programs. Although
this would produce greater uncertainty for the directop it could
alo hi.lp make their,ealuation (asks considerably more meaningful.
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Notes .on O'Shea's "Evaluation Units
Problems and Possibilities"

Introduction

oiganizations reflect at some times on suth questions as "Are
we successful in what we are doing?" "Are our techniques working

properly?" "What is in need of change and improvement?" A
variety of rewonses arid methods have been developed, in the private and public sectors to asoswer these questions, ranging from
leaders' guesses or hunches, through monitoring and control procedures, through market research, and finally to elaborate management' information systems.
In education, a recent response to questions of effectiveness has
been the emergence of the field of educational evaluation. Over
the years evaluation has developed from an offshObt of educational
research,to an established field with its own unique problems and
procedures. /ocurrent manifestation Of that growth, and ah iinportant milestone in evaluation's history,' is the recently published
Standards for Evaluations of Educational Programs, Prpiects, and
Materials (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evah*tiou, 1981) which attempts to provide a common language and set
of procedures for evaluation practitioners and theorists.

But a fundamental problem plagues educational evaluation.
.Evaluations use uncertain methodOlogies .to study technically
uncertain activities that take place in uncertainly understood contexts. By this we mean that evaluations, Which are almost always
...carried out in a field setting, are nocessarily limitcrd in the 101-Ms

of research design that can be employed. Many, probably most,
programs and projects that are evaluated have many factors operating at the same time that can influence, usualj4 in-determinable ways, the program or project's outcome.
Given these serious constraints, what is the maximum contribution, in education, that evaluation 'can make towards answering

the age-old questions about organizational effectiveness and
improvement, with which we opened these comments? It is
113
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important for the eNaluation community to address these questions

so that work can be directed towards reducing the uncertainties
and channelling energy into more achieveable directions.
rguriqn1

In his chapter, O'Shea explores the built-in limits of evaluation;
as it

is currently practiced, as an aid to educational decision

making: While O'Reilly examined decision makers and their contexts, O'Shea looks at the inherent assumptions underlying educational evaluation itself and points out that such evaluation is now
frequently confined to use as a monitoring device rather than as
an analytical tool, especially in' a politically charged educational
context.

He begins his argunient with a briehift useful review of the
history of those federally-funded educational programs that gm e
impetus to the modern development of tducational evaluation. He
reminds us that Sen. Robert lipnnedy insisted on regarding eval-

uation as a monitoring activity which would serve to increase
political support for reforming the educational system so it would
more adequately serve the poor. But at that time, the advocates
of Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Systems (PPBS), Management by Objectives .(MBO), and related analytical approaches
to improving decision making, as represented by Robert McNamera
in the Defense Department, Weie in the ascendancy.
The advocacy .of ariAlytical accounting was attractive to many
edlucational researchers who spearheaded the educational evaluation movement and who subsequently emphasized evaluation's
analytical functions rather than the original monitoring role that
Senator Kennedy intended.
O'Shea then discusses some conditions that must be pres,ent or
assumptions that must be met if evaluation is to fulfill its p`otential
as an analytic tool for school districts. Briefly stated, educational
methodologies are technically weakwe do not know with sufficient
.the cause and effects in educatiOnal practice. What,
for example, precisely makes for effective teaching and efficient

learning? The precise linkage between cause and effect is still
uncertain. Given this weak technology school districts function as
institutional rather than as technical sy.s.temsthey pay far closer
attention to symbolic acts than to technical concerns.
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Such an institutional setting, where the relationships between
teaching and learning are hunches rather than in-imutable truths,
is not an appropriate one in which evaluators should.try to perform
heroic, complex analy ses. It follows that until more is known about

the causal linkage, evaluation Should realistically limit itself to
achievement monitoring rather Than complex analytical work.
Drawing upon data froni the CSE school district study,- O'Shea

shows that evaluation units in the sampled districts *did 'indeed
spend the vast majority of their time in monitoring rather than in
analytic activities. O'Shea suggests that if the units wish to become
involved in instructional, i.e., technically oriented, evaluation they
must heed Ebel's (1980) advice to adopt a methodology appropriate

to that which they are evaluating, i.e., tc be more hermeneutic
than experimental, more qualitative than quantitative. They must\
also seek out measures which are sensitive to teachers' instructional goals and which provide information useful for local instructional improvement.
Contribution and Importance

Based on the preceding kinds of argument, O'Shea encourages
districts wishing to inform instructional decision making tb emphasize the use of instruments which are closely linked in content to
the district's instructional programs. By using instruments such as

criterion-referenced tests school districts can get a more direct
measure of the effectiveness of the instructional program than can
be achieved with other kinds of tests. Finally, for those who wish
to use evaluation for district-level decision making, O'Shea einphasizes the selection of methods, which will usually be qualitative,
which are responsiv e.to the conditions and uncertainties of the real
world of schooling.
Referenaq
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Ebel, B. L. Practical problems in educational measurement. Lexington, Mass
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SChool District Evaluation Units:
Problems and' Possibilities'
__,.../David W. O'Shea
University of dalifornia,
Los Angeles
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INTRODUCTION
.

.

;

eWidegpr,eali,eniergence of school district evaluation units: in
recent yeirskecfects a.local response to mandatOry repdrting prothe Elementary. and Secondary Education Act (ESEA),
isitns
*and of simil# legislation in die individual states. ESEA requited
participating-Oates to secure', from each school district, data mi
student acad ic achievement by selected grades. The legislation
aIsoiequii1 each district receiving federal funds
.1

. to assess-the effect of its program and to identify weaknesses
as-wetas strengths of the project, thus serving as a tool for program
,.reyision ap' d twrovement (USCAN, p. 411, cited by David, 1978,

Eighty-five percent of:sehool district evaluation units: which
now exist in 43 percent of the nation's 750 districts enrolling 10,000
pupils or more, have been established since 1965, the first year of

ESEA (see Lyon, Doscher, McGranahan, & Williams, 1978).
Curiously, however, while ',these evaluataN units expend great
eifort on gathering achievement data, little attention is given to

"the 'analysis of these data %kith a view to exploring the "weaknesses

as well as strengths of the -project," as legislators hoped. In practice, district evalOtion units are more likely to engage an achievement monitoring rather than in analytic evaluation (see Kerins,
1973,

IN

76; Ebel, 1980, pp. 281-292). Monitoring involves

recording changes over time in average levels of academic achieve'I am indebted to the following pgrsons for their thoughtful commepts on
earlier drafts Adrumne Bank, Robert F. Boruch, Oscar Grusky, John W Meyer,
Mary Ann Millsap, Richard Williams, and Lynne Zucker. Also I am indebted to
CSE for financial support.
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ment, by selected grade levels. Analytic evaluation attempts ,to
assess the contribution of specific instructional programs to student
learning.
The predominance of monitoring activity in the work of-school
district evaluation units provokes two questions, 'both of which are
addressed in this chapter. First, what inhibits analytic evaluations
within school districts? Second, what might be done to facilitate
more emphasis upon analytic evaluations?
In exploring factors inhibiting analytic evaluations at the school
district level we begin with a brief review Of the origin of ESEA's
evaluation requirements, and of the attempts to in'iplement national
evaluation of Title I programs, which Was the largest component
within ESEA. This review indicates that &major inhibiting factor
is disjuncture between the assumptions Underlying most approaches
to program evaluation and the principles underlying the practice

of nstructional programs in the schools. 4idence of such disjuncture is apparent in the content of the debates preceding
implementation of ESEA in 1965, and also in the experiences of
federally sponsored evaluations of instructional programs' which
were funded under Title I of ESEA. To explore relevant evidence,
first we turn to the original debate regarding ESEA evaluation.
ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING
ORIGIN OF EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

*

Prior to passage of ESEA in 1965, "triost evaluations`within local

school districts focused upon pupils, not upon instruction. The
instructional program was taken as given, leaving in question how
well individual pupils were performing in their effort to master the
program content. Beginning in the 1950's, the civil rights movement drew public attention to the fact that not onl5 did individual
pupils differ in their academic achievement, but whole groups
among racial minorities were performing at lower levels than the

average for the majority white population. Specifically, by the
1960's the phenomenon of the -achievement gap" was well documented (sq,e especially Coleman, et al., 1966). Pupils graduating
from schools in low income, predominantly minority communities,

were found to have average levels of achievement three grades.
below the average i9r pupils from schools serving the more economically advantaged majority white population.

Until the findings of Coleman, et al. (1966), emphasizing the
dominance of socio-economic background upon pupil achieve-
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rne-nt, elNil nghts leaders attributed the achieNement gap to factors
such as the discriminatory allocation of financial resources among
schools and;or the absence-of -staff accountability to parents. Congress responded with legislation addressing both possibilities. To
improNe resources, ESEA made aNailable ON er three billion dollars
annually for local schools. Title I of the Act, oriented to poverty
area programs, receiNed the largest proportion of the funds allocated. To facilitate staff accountability, the Act mandated statelevel collection of pupil achieNement data for each school. Finally,
to keep Congress apprised of the impact of the money provided,
ESEA called for annual national eNaluations of the Title I program
Requirements regarding collection of pupil achievement data
were written into the Act in response to demands from Senator
Robert Kennedy , then representing New York (see Bailey &

Mosher, 1968, McLaughlin, 1975). Robert Kennedy supported
ESEA on condition that the legi.slation include a reporting require-

4

ment and -good faith administration efforts to httld educators
responsiNe to their constituencies and to make 'educational
achievement the touchstone of success in judging ESEA"
(McLaughlin, 1975, p. 3). In Kennedy's opinion, if achievement
uata were available, parents would be in a position to monitor
school performance and thus hold educators accountable for learning

outcomes, creating an essentially political pressure for programimprovement.
Kennedy's insistence upon the collection of achievement data
was welcomed by officials in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), though not because they shared" his
interest in facilitating parental pressure upon the schools. It so
happened that coincident with the passage of ESEA, President
Lyndon Johnson, fascinated by Secretary of Defense McNamara's
teehniques for controlling Pentagon budgets, Rnrroutwed that the
Defense Department's system of fiscal management, the Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS), was to be installed
throughout all sections of the executke branch (McLaughlin, 1975,
p. 6).
- To implement PPBS in HEW, the department which had overall
responsibility for ESEA, William Gorham was brought in as Assis-

tant2iecretary for Program Evaluation (ASPE). From the outset
the SPE staff, unlike Senator Kennedy, took an analytic approach
to evaluation. As Gorham (1967) wrote later (see McLaughlin,
1975, p. 7):
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Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act . . . is
essentially a ast experiment designed to fmd effective ways of
reaching disadantaged children. We know that most school systems hay e not been doing a very good job with these children, but
there is no consensus among educators about how to do better.

Gorham and Kennedy had quite different approaches
to program assessment in mind.
Ob% iously

,

Kennedy thought of ealuation as a means to ensure that schools
focused on the needs of the poor, to make sure that Title I 'worked.'
Gorham's ASPE staff thought of evaluation as a way to find Rut 'what

works,' to identify the most effective compensatory strategies

Kennedy's approach in% oh ed achievement monitoring, rather
than program evaluation. Ealuation is analytic, involving what
Thompson (1967, p. 86) calls "efficiency tests,- focusing upon the_
worth, or effecti% eness, of program processes in relation to program outcomes.

Inhibiting the deelopjuent of evaluation of instructional programs as opposed to monitoring schooling outcomes are contradictions between the assumptions underlying analytic ealuation and
the nature of instructional processes in school settings. These contradictory assumptions become more apparent if one looks at past
attempts at national evaluations of Title I programs.
NATIONAL EVALUATIONS

In enacting ESEA, Congress called for both the development
of school le% el achieement data, and an annual evaluation of the
Title I program at the national level, withovt specifying the form
that such an ealuation might take. However, as noted earlier, the
approach adopted for program evaluation was influenced by the
go% ernment's desire to implement PPBS as the system for management of all federal programs.2 Such an objective serves to focus
ealtiation upon cost-benefit analyses, orienting evaluation studies
toward identification of the most cost-effective:or efficient, means
of improing student learning. To facilitate cost-benefit studies it
is necessary to discoer which program-elements actually are effectie in promoting leariiing gains in classrooms. For this purpose
the typical, though not exclusive, approach has, been to base eval-

,t
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uation uponlxperimental design, comparing the progress of students in funded programs with the progress of others in .selected
control groups. As Apsler (1977, p. 14) confirms, the experimental
paradigm, so fruitful in the natural sciences, is "advocated by
nearly ebery methodological discussion of ebaluation research" (see
for example, Campbell, 1975, Houston, 1972, Suchman, 1967,
Riecken & Boruch, 1975).
In practice, this paradigm probed to be extremely difficult to
apply to national ebaluations of Title I programs, a factor'inhibiting
-downward,se.xtention of anal) tic ebaluation to the local district
leb el. tiationally, an early attempt at analykc ebaluation btas the
study of compensatm-y education conducted for theASPE seetion
OTITEW bj, the TEMPO division of General Electric. Data were

obtained from schools in eleb en districts considered to have
exemplary" Title I programs. It was hoped that analysis of these
data
would determine whether "different amounts of money spent
-1,
in different ways woula be significantly and differentially successful
in effecting academic achievement" (McLaughlin, 1975, p. 37).
Unfortunately, the TEMPO study foundered. The main problem
was that, as Ehel (1980, p. 290) concludes, in the case of schools
it is almost impossible to abstract a program from'its context and
study it in isolation. Similarly, McLaughlin (1975, p. 37) reports:
TEMPO analysts were able to identify neither a Title I population,
nor Title I program, nor significant achiev ement gains that could
be attributed to Title I funds. The incomplete, confusing, or non.

2The objective at the federal level to rationalize program administration did
not terminate with changes in the White House. Though the move to adopt PPBS

began under Johnson. officiak in OE were arguing for the sarne objective as
re(ently as 1977, s evidenced by the following comments of John W. Evans and
Janice K Anderson iEvans & Anderson, 1977, p 160), who were senior officials
in the Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation at the U S. Office of
Education
Since the bite sixties, Congress has become increasingly disillusioned with the policy
relevance of most general or basic research produced through the open-ended grant
processthd it IRS.Aemanded that federal agencies produce more immediately useful
rescarckevaluation results Mission-based federal agenues have responded by moving
more m tbe applied direction, and in the process have asscIrribled technically trained
evaluation vtaffs to design and closely monitor the conduct devaluations and other anal
They are part of a larger trend, with other elements being the emphasis on
yses,
accountability, maimgement by objectives, program planning and budgeting, and the
creation-of the new budget conunittee's procedures and ceilings within the Congress
The basic thrust of this larger trend is belated effort in tge social program area to
rationahie federal policies, and the allocation nf scarce resources
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existent records at the local level made it difficult for TEMPO
analysts to determine which services were being purchased with
Title 1 dollars, or to specify the group receiving special attention
through Title I. In practice, there seemed to be no real Title I program to evaluate.3

Basica ll), confronting the staff of TEMPO, and of subsequent
Title I evaluations, was the fact that the logic of ev aluation uging
the experimental paradigm is at odds with the logic underlying
schools:4 This same conflict of logics also frustrates attempts at the
school district level to develop formal program evaluation.

3As McLaughlin (1975, p. 40) emphasizes:
A central requirement of an impact, cost-beuerit studythe ability to tie Inputs to outputsdoes not coincide with the operational reality of Title 1 An attempt to trace the
flow of Title f dollars to siRcific programs and outcomes is beset with problems In what
Michael Kirst calls the "Byzantine world of school accounting," It is difficult if not
impossible to trace the course of Title 1 dollars thrOugli the school system Some cities,
especially larger cities, have over 100 sources of income As the number of revenue
sources increases, the cibility of,ssaluators to identify the Impact of any single source
diminishes

4 In discussing McLaughlin's (1975) study of ESEA, House (1978) draws conclusions similar to those offered in thjs chapter. Commenting upon the approach
to Title 1 evaluation, House (1978, p. 388) concludes that.
The esaluation policy deseloped by the federal gosernment reflected a particular ideology It reflected the belief of systems analysts and economists that esaluation should
be used primarily to detect the most efficient programs This concern for efficiency led
to evaluations that could find no differences between the new programs and those
already existing in the public schools
The result has been that educational funds hase been constrained at the federal level
for lack of visible results and education has been discredited for its inability Actually
the lack of results reflects more the type of esaluation employed than the quality of the
educatiohal programs.

The ultimate danger of an approach to evaluation embodying a logic at odds with
the reality of schooling is, as House (1978, p. 392) warns, that while evaluation
is initiated in order to insure the success of educational programs, it can generate
pressures directed toward the imposition on the schools of programs designed to
ensure the success of evaluations. In brief, evaluation that assumes schools conform to technical rationality is likely to have the effect of absorbing thenormative
systems of schools into the system imphcit in the experimental P'aradigm underlying most evaluations.-
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CONFLICTING LOGICS
Insight_into the basis for these conflicting logics is proN, ided by
Apsler's (1977, p. 15) comments:
Although the needs of action programs might be Nery specific, such
as to raise children's test scores or to reduce the incidence of crime,
the procedures by which thee ends will be attairied are genei-ally
quite unspecific. Unfortunately, little, is known yet about how social
action programs can raise children's test scores, reduce crime, and
so on. As a result, social action programs often become operational
without clear approaches or means of attaining their goals. Not surprisingly, the actual operations of a social action,program may then

be primarily detei-mined by intuitions and exigencies. The confusing situation that de% elopsin which the approaches are poorly
thought through and in which approaches frequently ary in response

to recurrent crises and changing intuitionspresents enormous
difficulties to the evaluators.

Such confusion is especially prominent, o'ne might add, when
one operates within the constraints of the experimental, or even.
the quasi-experimental, paradigm. Evaluation according to the
experimental paradigm, with its assumptions about treatmeigs
causally related to outcomes, follows the logic of technical rationality Schools cannot fit this mode, as educators lack a theory on
the basis of which they can specify which instructional intenentions are likely to produce specific learning outcomes. Were such
a theory aNailable it would guide specification of the intenentions
necessary to reduce the subMantial gap in average leNels of aca-

demic achieNement between schools sering low and middleincome communities. As Averch et al. (1962) determined, educational research has not yet identified "what works." Instruction,
like parenting, remains more an intuitiNe and practical art than
science, as Itortie (1975) argues. Like parents, teachers follow the
normatively grounded logic of practical rationality.
However, as Bernstein (1975, p. 64) ieminds us, in our technological society we are dominated by the values of a culture that
is grounded in theoretical knowledge, an'd committd to technical
rationality. In this context, it is not surprising that most eNaluators,

and policy makers, subscribe to the notion that all institutions
should operate iiva technically rational mode, and be evaluated in
terms'of the experimental paradigm. However, as Coodlad (1975)

argues, and ako House (1978), once you begin thinking about
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schools in the framework of the experimental paradigm, with its

dekendent and independent variables, there

is

a danger of

absorbing the reality of schooling into the model of a technically
rational system epitomized by the modern factory.5 Factories
embody technology based Apon tested knowledge of means-ends
relationships. In designing an automobile plant, for example, planners draw upon alpody of knowledge that is sufficiently developed
to serve as a basis for specifying in advance all the functions that
must be performed in order to transform an array of r'aw materials
'into a finished automobile. Systems embodying technical rationality are greatly extending man's domination over nature, facilitating the exploration of space, and proviiding the rgaterial basis for
contemporary industrial cfvilization.
Schools, however, are not of the same organizational genre as
factories and other technically rational systeins. Given the enormous prestige of the latter systems there is, of course, continuous
pressure for schools to move toward the technically rational mode.
Inhibiting such movement in the field of schooling.is the absence
.,of the ingredient most necessary to technically rational systems,
tested knowledge of the relationships between instructional means
and educational ends (see Averch et aL, 1972). In effect, as Dreeben
k1970) reminds us, we lack a technology of instruction, a condition
leading Metz (1978, p. 20) to conclude:

Technology, then, is 'a major problem for the public schools. They
,are faced with the task of creating changes in diverse raw material
through processes that are poorly understood, in the absence of any
universally effective means, and without any truStworthy way of
measirring the succqgs or failure of whate'v,er methods they finally
apply.

Schools' weak technology, colipled with their highly variable
mate,rial, in the form of pupils, constrains a decentralize.d type of
organizational structure. 'Coordination is achieved not by staff
implementing a specific technology but by the collective enactment of a moral order, or institutionalized social system (see Metz,
1978, p. 30). As Meyer (1977) argues, schools are institutional
rather than technical organizafrons. Coordination of activities is5One thed becomes entrapped in the phenomenon Wise (1977, p 44) litbeN
hyperrahonahty." In essence, hyperrationality represents an assumption that the
logic of techmcal ratiimality is at work when, in fact, it is not
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achieved primarily by basing school programs upon personnel
Who, hav ing been trained, screened, and certified by state approved
teacher-education programs, share a common understanding of the

professional duties to be undertaken, and of the rules governing
performance of these duties. Schools, as institutional organiza-

tions, articulate a particular set of rules, many of which are
embodied in the educational codes of the different states, which
are the political entities constitutionally empowered to authoritatively express societal expectations regarding the way s in which

emerOng generations ought to be inducted into adult society
_Evaluation_of_the organizations within which the induction process
is institutionalized, and of the specific programs within these
organizations, calls for a different approach than that which is

appropriate for technical organiiations.
TECHNICAL VERSUS INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The major determinant of organizational type, in Meyer s (1977)
opiniono, is the nature of the social env ironment within which the
organization ev ()Ives. Technical organizations, such as factories,
olve in env ironments with complex technologies. By contrast,
institutional organizations, such as schools, ev olve in environments

with very limited technologies but with elaborate institutional
rules. The task of a technical organization is to coordinate and control technical Work. The task of an institutional organization is to
create structures that conform with institutionalized rules generated ov er time within society to order the maintenance of the social
system.
Technical organizations, in their pure form, are predominantly
cybernetic sy steins, oriented to goal attainment, and regulated by
'feedback from their own results (see Habermas, 1970, pp. 87-93).
By contrast, institutional organizations are socialization systems,
oriented to getting participants to internalize the system's constitutive norms, or institutionalized rules.
In evaluating technical organizations, priority is ghen to assessing
the cost-effectiveness of alternativ e means to achieve specific outcomes. When institutional organizations are being evaluated prior-

ities shift. The dominant concern becomes the degree to which
Organization structure and processes conform .to the values to
which the organization is expected to gibe expression. The effectiveness of a schoOl in promoting the academic aehieyement of the
pupils plays a minor role in school accreditation. The priorities are
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facilities, staff qualification, teacher-pupil ratios, and the scope and
content of the educational program.

Not only do technical and institutional organizations differ in
terms of the premises upon w)viclr they are structured but their
structural Characteristics take on radically different forms. Knowledge of means-ends relationships allows the administrators of technical organizations to direct all operations from the top down. By
contrast, in the case of institutional organizations, the relative
absence of technical knowledge constrains administrators to leme
operations to the discretion of staff at the operational, or technical,
AcidOne -consequencein thecase- -of schools, as -Metz -(1978-,
p. 21) concludes, is that:
iThe persons who perform the actual work of the organization need
to be given relatively large and diffuse tasks with the right to make

important decisions independently as they use their intuition to
adjust their methods to the requirements of each specific instance

While technical organizations are highly centralized, with the
administratiNe and technical, or production, le els tightly coupled,

r

schools, as institutional organizations, are decentralized, with
.

administration and the technical or teaching level loosely coupled
at least with regard to the formal work agIthe schools, the instruction of students (see Weick, 1976; Meyer, 1977.)6 School principals, for example, though including instructional leadership among

their responsibilities, seldom visit classrooms or involve theniselves in the details of instructional proceSses. The latter are del,egated almost entirely to teachers.
In summary, therefore, schools, as institutional organizations
combine a relative absence of technical rationality with a'`corresponding emphasis upon practical rationality, and loosely couple'd
relationships between administrative and instructional levels, three
conditions that constrain school evaluations toward program
monitoring.

6 Others concerned with the nature of schools as organizations also hase noted
their loosely coupled structure. See, for example, Bidwell (1965), Dreeben (1970),
Metz (1978), Wolcott (1977).
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PROGRAM MONITORING

GiN en that institutional and technical organizations operate on
the basis of different premises, approaches to eNaluation that are
appropriate for the one type proNe inappropriate for the other. In
exploring the theory of organizations Thompson (1967, pp. 83-101)
points out that the appropriate mode of organizational assessment
is determined by two ariable factors. (1) the degree to which there
is clarity regarding the effects, or outcomes, desired, (2) the degree
of knowledge al, ailable regarding the means that actually can produce the desired outcome.
The same principles apply to program evaluation. 'Where it is
clear just.what outcome is desired, and there is full knowledge of
the means needed to attain this outcome, administrators can both
prescribe and control the relevant means. In this context, evaluation can focus upon the cost-effeetiveness, or efficiency, of the
program.
Where knowledge of means/ends, or cause/effect, relations are
incomplete, as with schools and their programs,
.

.

.

.

the efficiency test is inappropriate, for there i no way of

assessing the net effect of causal action. In this case, the appropriate

test is not the economic one, but the instrumental onewhether
a desired state of affairs is achieved (Thompson, 1967, p. 86).

In the case of schools, knowledge of the causes of student academic achieNement are notably incomplete, a condition that leads
Ebel (1980, p. 288) to conclude:
In seeking to ev aluate an educational program, we may be led astray

if we try to follow too closely the model of the scientific research
study . An educatiotal program is not a stable, natural phenomenon
with built-in operating characteristics that people may discover and
put to use, but not alter in any fundamental way. An educational
program is a hulrian artifact, highly complex, infinitely variable, and
subject to incessant change. It defies precise definition or accurate
measuremrnt. The outcome of a precisely controlled scientific study
of an educational program is almost certain to be either inconclusive
or misleading.

Logically, -therefore, from Thompson's (1967) perspective, evaluation of educational programs should be conducted in the instru-

mental mode. In effect, this mode corresponds to achievement
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numitoring. Rather than struggle with tlIpethodological haziids
associated with attempts to identify "what works," in principle, as
Ebel (1980, pp. 281-292) proposes, the focus shifts to whether a
program works. In practice, this monitoring approach already is

the one most commonly adopted by school district evaluation

units. For example, among the 263 districts responding to the CSE
survey, 75 percent ranked as their most important task the gathering of data on pupil achievement. Task importance in this instance'
was measured by the proportion of the evaluation unit's time given
to selected data-collection activities, as shown in Table 1.
0,......

Table 1. Percent of Schgol District Evaluation Units, Ranking
Selected Activities in 'Order of Time Taken in 1977-78 (N=263)
Rank Order of Time

Activities

Taken )

Gathering data n:

1

2

Student achievement
Relationship berWeen school/classroom
characteristics and student
achievement
Language dominancevf students
Relationship between student socioeconomic status and achievement
Student socio-economic characte'ristics
Handicapped students
Relationshk between students' race/
ethnic background and - ..
achievement program
Other

75%
2%

169 9

,

2%

15%

,..

1% *

12%

8%

1%

2%
11%

0%

3%

.19%

33%

0%

3

4%
8%

11%
8%

8%
6%
13%

.
42% '

Th'at these data are used for monitoring achievement outcomes
rather than for analytic evaluation of the instructional program is
indicated by the very low proportion of districts assigning either
first, second, or third priority to securing data on the relationship
between school/classroom characteristics and student achievement. Further, any systematic evaluation of the effects of insti-uction upon student achievement must take account of student socioeconomic status, the major predictor of academic performance (see
Coleman, et al., 1965). Despite the necessity to control for sociodo
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economic status in any meaningful analysis, few districts allocated
it either a first, second, or third level of importance.

Confirming theAndings of the CSE survey are results from
David's (1978) study of local uses .of Title I evaluations in 30
"exemplary" school districts across six states. David found few
district ealuation units viewing the collection of standardized
achieement test data as releant to the ealuation of instructional
programs in the schools. Rather, such data were seen as serving
informational, or monitoring, needs of the state and federal leels
of educational gm ernance. Locally , the rationale for continued use

of standardized tests was that they were the simplest means of
responding to state and federal reporting requirements (David,
1978, p. v).
EVALUATING INSTRUCTION

Gi en that current activities of school district evaluation units
generally cm er the need to monitor program outcomes, providing

annual data on pupil achievement relatie to national norms, the
problem remains of actually etaluating the adequacy of the instructional procedures underlying pupil learning gains. Regarding this

problem of instructional evaluation David (1978) asked respondents in the 30 districts she studied how they would demonstrate
the success Of their programs. Preferred approaches., for both staff
and parents, emphasized utilization of criterion-referenced, or
"curriculum-embedded and other skill tests" (David, 1978, p. vi).
Such tests incorporate items projected forward from the actual cur-

riculum content. Test results thus bear directly upon the extent
to which local instructional objectives are being attained, allowing
teachers, the ultimate instructional decision-Takers, to determine
which curriculum components need more, or less, emphasis.

Devolution of responsibility for testing to the teachers at the
instructional level of the school certainly respects the logic of
schools as institutional organizations, with teachers conducting
instructional acthities relatively autonomously of the administration. To make this alternative succeed, Ebel argues,
s

local school personnel need to receive training in evaluation procedutes to the point where they can do the job as adequately as an
external evaluator can be expected to do it. Practical evaluation
techniques are not so highly technical or so remote from typical
school operations as to require a separate profession of evaluation.
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People competent to design programs and to teach should also be
competent to assess the results of teaching (Ebel, 1980, p. 284).

Ebel's approach addresses the problem of helping teachers to
improve instructional programs on the basis of their own
&Valuations.

If one wishes to go bey ond achievement monitoring, and also
pursue program eNaluation from a perspective broader than that,
of the indiidual classroom teacher, ft is necessary to adopt a methodology appropriate to the loosely coupled structure of schools,
drawing upon the hermeneutiC rather than the experimental tradition of research design. Essentially, this inoN es a methodology
emphasizing qualitathe rather than quantitative studies of instructional programs.
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

The alternative to what Patton (1978, p. 204) calls "the dominant
hypothetic-deducthe paradigm" is being applied to evaluation by
persons such as Parlett and Hamilton (1976), Robert Stake (1975),
and Kenneth Strike (1972). While "the natural science paradigm
aims at prediction of social phenomena, the holistic-inductive,
anthropological paradigm aims at understanding of social phenomena" (Patton, 1978, p. 204). This paradigm draws upon the
more qualitative methods and perspectives of-phenomenology,
symbolic interactionism, ethnomethodology, and anthropology
rather than the quantitative.
Specific objectiyes associated with qualitative evaluation are
outlined by Parlett and Hamilton (1976, p. 144) as cited by Patton
(1978, p. 209). These objectives, in relation to a school program,
'are likely to include:
. . how it operates, how it is influenCed by the various school situations in which it is applied, what those directly concerned regard
as its advantages and disadvantages, and how students intellectual
tasks and academic experiences are most affected. It aims to discover and document what it is like to be partiCipating in the scheme,
whether as teacher or pupil, and, in addition, to discern and discuss
the innovations' most significant features, recurring concomitants,
and critical processes. In short, it seeks to address and to illuminate
a complex array, of questions.
.
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In practide, implementation of such "illuminatie" evaluation
requires specialized personnel, thus restricting its use to evaluations sponsored by state or federal agencies, rather than local districts, though the latter may well opt to encourage uniersities in
their areas to eiplore this qualitative approach.
CONCLUSION

At the outset of the chapter two questions were raised. (1) What
inhibits anal) tic ealuations of instructional programs at the school
district leel? (2) What might be done to facilitate more emphasis
upon analytic program evaluation?
The major inhibiting factors appear tc be:
(1) conflict between the promise and the performance of national
evaluations, typically based upon the experimental research
paradigm;
(2) attempts to use the experimental research paradigm for e aluating instructional programs in schools, despite the fact that
schools are not technically rational but institutional
organizations;
.(3) uti_ I ization of standardized norm-referenced tests for reporting
the outcomes of externally funded programs, despite the low

credibility of these tests as a means of local program
assessment.

School district ealuation units tend to remove themselves from
the cross-pressures inherent in the above contradictions by optin
out of any sustained commitment to program etaluation, focusin
instead upon monitoring program outcomes in the form of st

achieement, administering tests to participants in funded i3rograms, and to pupils at selected grade levels across all/schools. Test

results are reported to state, education departments, to other
funding agencies, and to the public locally.
While monitoring has utility in locating schooling outcomes of
one district relatie to another, and in identifying temporal trends,
it says nothing about existing instructional procedures. To ealuate
relationships between instruction and learning outcomes requires
the,adoption of ealuation methodologies not in contradiction with
the nature of schools as institutional organizations. Such methodologies are available, as discussed here, for use by both the indi-
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vidual teacher, and by externai ealuators, but require commitment
to criterion-referenced tests for teacher-based ealuation, and to
qualitative methodologies for external evaluation.
The danger to avoid is that identified by House (1978), and discussed in more general terms by Habermas (1971). This danger is

that rather than adopt ealuation approaches appropriate to the
nature of schools and school processes, pressure will be exerted
in the direction of making schools into technically ratiohal organizations, in the belief that previous null findings reflect the inadequacies of schools, rather than the inappropriateness of current
methods of evaluation.
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Themes and Directions

.,
The chapters in this monograph have incoiporated four author's
interpretations of, or reflections on, the CSE survey data of school
district evaluation units, specifically as the data relate to evaluation's role in School district operations and decision making. Because
the authors are sociologists they examine school districts and their
evaluation units as social entities, as one would expect, common
themes run through their papers. The authors, differ mainly in the
emphasis they give to these common themes.

In this concluding section, we indicate three of the common
themes which form the core of an argument that should be considered by school district evaluators and by evaluation researchers,
especially those who are interested in increasing the power of eval-

uation in school districts. We will also discuss these theings in
relation to some of the eurrerit work at the Center for the Study
of Evaluation, and speculate on their implications for further
research and development in the field of evaluation.
Theme I: School districts are institutional organizations.

School districts are, with regard to thtstructional activities,
essentially institutignal rather than technical organizations. An
important reason for this is that schooling has a weak technical
corelittle is known with certainty about how teacher 'behavior
and educational programs affect pupil learning. Thus, it is difficult
to link the technical corea fundamental feature of technical

organizationsto the organizational structure. As a consequence
of the institutional 'natur of schools, it is difficult for evaluation
findings to be seen as a strong tool for school or educational program improvement. It is difficult to make credible the precise analysis of phenomena that are themselves not seen as precise.

Also, there are few incentives for school districts to become
40in

more techniqolly oriented thereby enabling them to use evaluation
data for instructional decision making. School districts have been
largely successful as institutional orzanizations, the public has been
135
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willing to accept symbolic representations, e.g., tenured teachers
with advanced degrees, as indices that the schools have quality..
Much of the technical work performed by school personnelthat
is, work related to instruction and teachingis kept shielded from
public view.
Theme 2: Evaluation units have a weak position within school
districts.
a

Evaluation units often have little power within school districts.
Most such units originated in response to accountability demands
from external sources, and their work in testing and evaluation
tends to emphasize external "signaling." The information desired
by external funding agencies, because it is designed to ensure compliance or to make comparisons, is different from that which could

serve internal instructional needs. Since most evaluation units
have only the time or staff to provide one kind of information, they

primarily serve governmental or community clients on behalf of
their districts, and they do only that monitoring and testing which
appear to be required. Many evaluation units thus face a dilemma.
because they do not produce.,,much information that., is valued
internally, they occupy a peripheral status vis-a-vis other district
operations. Because of this peripheral status,, they are not in a
position to influence district policies or operations. Nor are they
given much opportunity to demonstrate what they might do in
relation to the improvement of management or instruction.
Theme 3: It is difficult to produce evaluative data of utility to withindistrict 4ecision makers.

The low organizational status that evaluation units have may be
exacerbated by the professional stance of some evaluators. Eval-

uators may be seen asand may see themsOves ashaving an
"objective, analytical and rational" orientation. This orientation
can bring them into conflict with district and school administrators
who live in a world of clashing political and economic forces, and
with teachers who must work in the constraints of the classroom.
District administrators must often walk a tightfope between conflicting constituencies, in given situations, they may not or will not

use the findings from data-based analyses of programs they are
considering or operating. Put another way, school administrators
may N iew the data from evaluation or from testing programs as only
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one factor to consider in making decisions. They operate with an
institutional/procedural/situation-specific' ratiOnality as distinct from
a tgchnicalimethod-based/generalizable rationality.. Teachers may

sresent time taken from instruction by an evaluation they see as
having little relevance to their work.
Thus, the political as well as the organizational context of a
school district places -severe. limits on the internal utility of the
work of ev- aluation units. The credibility of evaluators is further
diminished because of the indeterminacy of cause and effect in
education, as previously mentioned. 'Because the "technical core"
that is, certain knowledge about the causal nature of the relationship between teaching and learningis weak, instructional recommendations based on evaluation or test findings are at best
tentative. Conclusions from evaluative data can be discredited,with

relative ease by those who, for political, financial, economic, or
professional reasons, are in disagreement with the findings.
vr

Implications for the Future

These three themes would seem to explain Why evaluative data
are not now used internally, within the central office, schools or
classrooms. Evaluation units, as organizational entities, face challenges with regard to integrating their "signaling" function with
the production of data-based information related to the technical
work of schooling.
Moreover, new policies and shifting conditions may prove to be

an additional challenge for district evaluation units that seek a
more stable and valued place in school district decision making.
The current move away from external categorical aid programs
towards block grant fimding gives local educational agencies greater

discretion over how and where to target external funds. The
freeing up of these funds may also relax some of the specific evaluation requirements that have typically accompanied categorical
grants. Given such freedom of choice, will school district administrators choose to invest theif funds in supporting the work of evaluation units and redirecting the evaluation towards internal
problems? In the field work CSE has recently conducted in school
districts with evaluation units we have not yet found strong, broadbased support for evaluation, although there are a number of districts in which specific administrators and school board members
ask for and use the' evaluation units' work. Such advocates might
look favorably on funding evaluations from lo-cal or internal funds.
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We doubt, howev er, that these decisions can prevail for long when
they are placed in competition against 1.arious larger political and
special interest groups, e.g., unions, parents of handicapped children, who want a share of an increasingly shrinking school district
budget. It may also be difficult for school digtrict evaluation units

to restructure their own thinking so as to produce the kind of
reports that will capture th6 attention of decision makers and
strengthen the resolv e of administrators and Board members to
retain their serv ices. While the academic community continues to
produce better data collection instruments and evaluation designs
and to upgrade the quality of evaluators' training, these efforts by
themselves are not likely to solve the problem of evaluation utilization within school district offices.
.

Thus, declining resources and considerable external political

turmoil contribute to the school administrator's problems in trying
to satisfy simultaneous demands for reform and for retrenchment.
Powerful individual and group interests are at stake and educational administrators and policy makers may be forced towards
political accommodations rather than empirical data when reaching

decisions. Administrators and policy makers may not yet have
come to appreciate the contribution evaluation can make to their
work, they may feel that evaluationg 4ire risky, that they have
potential for upsetting organizational equilibrium and so make the
decision makers' tasks more difficult.
In spite of these challenges, we believe that the present situation in school districts offers new opportunities for enhancing the
relev ance of evaluation and testing for local decision-making purposes if properly seized by those in district leadership positions.
Communities are indeed plagued by declining sources of revenue. They therefore are pressing school administrators to demonstrate that public schools can teach children to acquire basic
skills. Parent4, concerned about academic and vocational opportunities for their children, often interpret their own child's performance on standardized tests as indicators of the schools' ability
to teach. Simultaneously, district ghninistrators themselves are
becoming even more aware of their need to monitor both the long.

term patterns of students' test scores as well as to analyze any given
year's test or evaluation data in a way that suggests policy, administrative, or instructional remedies.
At the same time that school districts experience this increased

press for description and diagnosis of student learning, many
_administrators do find that they do possess, within the district, the
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capacity for responding. The past fifteen years of federal mandates

for evaluation have helped equip some, if not all, districts with
competent personnel who have data collection and data analysis
skills which can be re-directed for internal use. If federal requirements for evaluation slacken,
., ev aluation units may have the opportunity to justify their. existence by responding -to 'internal
management needs.
Our work has led us to conclude that evaluation units have great
potential for prov iding timely, technically sound, and useful ser-

NLyices to school districts. They, and those in district leadership
positions who believe in the value of systematiCally c011ected data,

might consider some promising,orientations derived from CSE's
current fieldwork.

1. Multiple definitions of evaluation units' roles, Evaluation
units can play many roles in school district functioning even
though many in the past seemed limited to administering
tests and monitoring compliance. Evaluation units and decision makers should explore common interests and ways in
which evaluation, through new and different techniques, can
serve the multiple needs of a variety of constituencies. For_
example, a common observation in school districts has been'
that evaluation units only serve those prog?ams with external
evaluation funds. Many teachers in those programs feel that
such evaluations are inconsequential or even detrimental to
their work. Evaluation anits might well begin exploring ways

in which they can serve immediate teacher needs thereby
solving rather than exacerbating teacher problems. In this
process, the support of central office leadership is essential.
"Idea champions- who have the vision to see how evaluation
findings may serve to improve teaching and learning at the
classroom level can work out situation-unique solutions to
the managemenfr problems of linking evaluation to internal
decision making. ,
.
2. Improved communications. Part of evaluation s previous lackof a district constituency may have resulted from the failure
of evaluators and decision makers to understand one another's
world and to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of eVal'uation as a decision-making tool. Supportiveschool administrators and evaluators must now take new steps to assess
the role evaluation has played and can play in district activities. Such an examination should include efforts to under-

,
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stand the contributions and comp>xitles of linking data with
instructional change. Evaluators must become sensitive to
the need to follow up their data collection activities with data

dissemination activities. They must also participate in the
organization problem-sok ing process which should follow
eyaluation. It seems very unlikely that school Aistricts will
spend diminishing funds on any services that...are viewed as
peripheral by those who control the funding decisions. Evaluators should become central and influential in the internal

management of the district and in the improvement of
instruction.

3. ENaluation and instruction. While the monograph authors
have argued that education still has a weak technical base,
'the work of several researchers and developers (Fisher et al.,
1978; Stallings, 1980; Bloom, 1980; Hunter, 19710 can, in
our opinion, be seen as the foundation of an emergent tech-

nical core. If this is the case, and some school districts are
beginning to identify, it as such, then evaluation activities can

indeed begin to contribute to understanding the relationships between processes and outcomes within given settings.
School district maluation units can work with the district's
ihstructional program and contriblAte to its improvement. ,
We believe that the evaluation community outside of and within

school districts is ,likely to become, in the next ten years, more
intimately invohed than in the past with the definition, clarification, and resolution of important educational problems. The isolation, of evaluators is ending. Individuals interested in ealuation

and testing are being forced to grapple with a broad range of
serimi,s concerns in education today. They are being asked to make
a contribution to the knowledge base underlying learning, instruc-

tion, curriculum, and management. Evaluation and testing personnel, as they function in school districts, are likely to become
more pluralistic and interdisciplinary. These individuals will come
to possess a broad range of knowledge and talents. They will come

to understand with sensitivity and empathy the context within
which other educators work. They will come to anticipate the
impact of their activities on the people who are evaluated and on
those who use evaluation findings. We believe that they haw the
potential for making a difference.
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